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Abstract 

L i f e  histories of two women are presented in this thesis. 

The life histories were collected using oral history methods 

of individual open-ended interviews. The first was gathered 

from a Metis woman named Mary L. The second life history 

was collected from a woman named Mary Holdgrafer. Mary H. 

is a breast cancer survivor, she used quilting as a means of 

healing and expression following her àiagnosis of breas t 

cancer. Most of the information collected from Mary H. is 

about her experiences with breast cancer and her healing 

process. In addition to collecting two life histories I 

conducted two focus groups with four other women who also 

used quilting as a way to heal themselves and express their 

feelings about breast cancer- The focus qroups were 

conducted to investigate the similarities and diff  erences 

between the experiences of the focus group participants and 

Mary Holdgrafer. A11 the stories presented in this thesis 

are tied toqether by the fact that the women who were 

interviewed al1 had the experience of being marginalized by 

a western institution, 
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Chapter One 
Introduction to  the Thesis 

Until recently the histories that have been written have, in 

general, been about people who were in the public eye. It 

is only lately that attention has turned to  the everyday 

7ives of ordinary people. M y  goal for this thesis was to 

record and write about the lives of ordinary women. To meet 

this goal 1 interviewed two women. The first woman is  Mary 

Lm, a Metis women from northern Alberta, 1 chose to 

interview Mary L.  because 1 wanted to record the L i f e  

history o f  a Metis woman from Alberta. 1 felt that her 

story had intrinsic value because not many l i f e  s tor ie s  of 

Metis women have been recorded and written and because 1 

hoped that this womanTs story would tell me something about 

what it is like to be a Metis woman i n  Alberta, The second 

woman 1 interviewed was Mary H . ,  a woman who is a breast 

cancer survivor, 1 think her life history has intrinsic 

value because her stories are about one womanrs experiences 

with a disease that is primarily a woman's  disease and 

because her stories are also about her experiences in 

western medical institutions. 

1 was intrigued not only by Mary H o r s  stories about her 

experiences as a breast cancer patient but also by the 

unique way which Mary H. has chosen to heal herself from the 

breast cancer diagnosis and treatment. Mary made a series 



of quilts which depict what she calls her "Healing Journey8'. 

The making of the quilts is a component of and a depiction 

of the healing process. A large portion of the t h e  1 spent 

interviewing Mary was spent talking about the breast cancer 

and quilting parts of her life story. My work with Mary H. 

prompted some further work for mis thesis. My interviews 

with Mary H. were followed by two focus groups with four 

other women who have made breast cancer quilts. 1 found 

that other women also found quilting to be a means of 

healing and expression following a diagnosis of breas t 

cancer. 

My interviews with Mary L. and Mary H. are conaected by the 

fact that both women had experiences of being marginalized 

by Canadian institutions. In Mary L. s stories she spoke 

about being marginalized by the child welfare system, the 

justice system and the educational system. Mary H. spoke 

about being marginalized by the systems of western medicine. 

The work presented in  this thesis fits into the discipline 

of anthropology as both a reflexive ethnography and as a 

collaborative oral history. The tex t  is intended to be 

reflexive as 1 expect that the reader will interpret the 

stories according to her or his own life experience and 

personal context. As an oral history this work is 

anthropological in itrs focus as the stories told by 

individuals tell us something about their community and 



their society. The stories presented here make a 

contribution to the field of anthropology because they can 

serve as examples of alternative individual perspectives on 

Canadian history, those of women, which although not 

representative or generalizable, has often been overlooked. 

T h i s  i s  a contribution to  anthropology because the 

individual accounts contain implied information about the 

social and historie context surrounding the individual. 

1 believe that this research makes a further contribution to 

anthropology as, l i k e  the work of Sarris (1994) and 

Cruikshank (1990), it provides a mode1 for research that has 

been conducted with respect and with an awareness that the 

stories presented here are not simply data. Rather, they 

are someone's persona1 history and as such are highly valued 

by that person and by their family and friends. In the case 

of Mary H .  her stories  are valued also by m e r s  of the 

quilting community and by other breast cancer survivors. 



Chapter Two 

Theory d Method 

In 1992 1 was hired to design and carry out a Three- 

Generation Life History study of Hetis women in  Alberta. 

Upon cornpletion of this research project I found myself 

wanting to do more. One reason for my urge to gather 

another l i f e  history was that 1 felt that 1 had learned so 

much the first t h e  around and that 1 could significantly 

improve my work. 1 wanted to learn more about life history 

theory and method and 1 wanted to learn more about womenws 

everyday lives and how and why women tell their stories. My 

research goals were, first, to answer the questions: what do 

women Say about their own lives? Second, to gather life 

histories using oral history methods, third, to gather the 

stories of women and fourth, to gather the stories of Metis 

women. These goals have been met but not exactly to  the 

extent that 1 envisioned. 1 had planned for my research to 

be entirely about Metis women. 1 had planned to record an 

in-depth life history of one Metis woman, maybe two, at the 

most. 

What has instead transpired i s  something different: 1 worked 

with one Metis woman named Mary L. This work was very 

productive and promising but it has stayed in the 

preliminary stage. I did gather an in-depth life history 



from another woman named Mary Holdgrafer who is not Metis 

In addition to and in connection with rny work with Mary Ho 1 

have also gathered stories from four other women using a 

f ocus group data collection technique. 

The information that follows in this thesis includes the 

stories that 1 gathered f r o m  Mary L., Mary Hm and the four 

other women. The research question that structured my work 

for this thesis was: What do women Say when they tell their 

own stories? In this document 1 have endeavored to explain 

the research choices 1 made. For example, why 1 chose t o  

include Mary L e ' s  story despite the tact that 1 did not do a 

lot of interviews with her or why, after interviewing Mary 

H, several times, 1 decided to interview four other wornen- 

Mary L .  ' story is presented first. Mary H. 's story follows 

in two chapters, one of which includes the experiences of 

the four other women. 1 have provided some conclusions in a 

final chapter that includes some thematic analysis of Mary 

H m ' s  stories and those of the four other women.  The 

discussion of Mary L, ' s story appears in the chapter (Four) 

on Mary L.9 life. 

In this research 1 have been gathering stories for their 

intrinsic value. 1 worked intensively with Mary Holdgrafer 

and, less intensively, with Mary L. collecting and recording 

their life histories for their intrinsic value as life 

stories, 1 collected segments of life stories from four 



other women to answer specific questions that arose during 

interviews with Mary H. 

1 first tried to contact Mary L. at the start of November 

1995. It was not until early in December of that year that 

we were able to arrange a t h e  to get together. 1 spent 

several hours with Mary L.  one Friday, 1 tape recorded Mary 

while she spoke to me about her life. Mary L. talked about 

a lot of things. She began with her early childhood 

memaries and continued to speak for a couple of hours about 

highlights from her whole life. It was a tremendous 

fieginning for my work with Mary L. 1 came away frorn o u  

encounter feeling elated and full of ideas. 1 could hardly 

wait to meet with her again. Unfortunately, circumstances 

did not favor another meeting with Mary soon after our 

first. Events transpired in Mary's life which consumed her 

attention for the next few months. 

It was shortly before my first meeting with Mary L. that 1 

was approached by Mary H. about recording some of her life 

history and writing a paper that could be presented to the 

Canadian Quilt Study Group Seminar. At the t h e  1 thought 

that working with Mary K. would be something I would do "on 

the siden in addition to my thesis. As it turned out 1 

began to work with Mary H. while 1 was continuing to try to 

connect with Mary L. By the end of January 1996 I realized 

that 1 had enough data from Mary H. to write a thesis and 



that t h e  had run out for working w i t h  Mary L., for the 

pmposes of rny thesis, 1 do intend to continue my work with 

Mary L. on a future project, as we had such a productive 

beginning to o u  work and she will be available to work with 

m e  again. 

1 have chosen to include a chapter in this thesis in which 

Mary L. 's l i f e  is the subject. When my thesis supervisor 

and 1 were reviewing the first ciraft of my thesis she asked 

me how the Mary L. chapter fit in with the rest  of m y  

thesis. She also told me that she thought my thesis would 

be fine with or without Mary Le's story and that it may be 

something 1 could leave out and work on as a separate 

publication. 1 have thought about whether or not to include 

Mary L. 's story here and 1 came to the conclusion that it 

was important for me to include for three reasons. First, 

Mary L. took the time to share what she did for the purpose 

of  inclusion in my thesis, Second, Mary L is a First 

Nations woman and it was my goal originally to gather the 

life histories of Metis women, It is important for me to 

include Mary L t s  story as a partial fulfillment of this 

goal. A third reason for including Mary L. ' s  story has to 

do with a desire to learn something about myself. Other 

anthropologists including Shostak (1983) and Sheridan and 

Salaff (1984) have given self-inquiry as a reason for 

collecting life histories . Sheridan and Salaf f write that 

"Like women everywhere, we experience the difficulties of 



juggling work and family roles, so we explore the topic of 

role conflict in our studiesw (Sheridan & Salaff 1984~3) . 
Since Mary L, is a First Nations woman 1 hoped to learn, 

from her story, soruething about myself as a Metis woman, 

Finally, as 1 will discuss i n  the final chapter, my work 

with Mary L. infomed my work with Mary H. in  that 1 noticed 

differences and similarities in my interactions with each 

woman , 

In the process of working with Mary H. 1 found that most of 

our conversations focused on the most recent five years of 

Mary's life. That portion of Mary's life is a t h e  when she 

was diagnosed with breast cancer and it is the t h e  during 

which Mary made what she calls her 'healing journey' . Mary 

attributes part of the healing she experienced to  quilting. 

After working with Mary H. 1 also found that questions arose 

about whether other women had similar or different 

experiences with regard to quilting as a means of healing 

after a diagnosis of breast cancer. It became clear that 1 

needed to expand the scope of thiç work to include the lives 

of other women, and that 1 could use a life history method 

in a more focused capacity t o  address specific questions 

including "how has quilting contributed to your healing 

process?" and "how did you decide to make a quilt  dealing 

w i t h  breast cancer?" Linde (1993)  discusses the life 

history method as a useful tool to gather information about 

certain portions of a l i f e ,  According to Linde, 



A cross section of a l i f e  story, taken at a single 
moment in t h e ,  contains a large enough number of 
narratives and their relations to permit us to study 
the creation of coherence, Because this method of 
sampling a cross section of a speaker's life story 
generates a manageable amount of data, it also permits 
us to consider a number of speakers and to compare the 
ways in which they handle equivalent problems in 
constructing similar types of narratives and in 
creating coherence for similarly problematic chains of 
events (Linde 1993: 5 2 )  . 

The decision to expand the life history research to include 

the experiences of other women with an interest in breast 

cancer and quilting grew out of rny work with Mary H. This 

research has continued on, both as a part and apart from 

this thesis. For this thesis  1 gathered narratives of the 

life experiences of four more women who al1 had some 

interest in breast cancer and quilting. Tape-recorded focus 

group interviews were the method used to gather information 

from these women. It should be mentioned that it is the 

work that has continued apart from this thesis that was the 

impetus for Mary H. and 1 to work together on her life 

history. Mary I L  approached me with a request that 1 record 

parts of her life story and write them dom, This is an 

important point to mention because much of the life history 

literature assumes that life histories are sought out by 

researchers. T h i s  assumption is present in Watson & 

Watson's definition of life history which is " . . . t h e  "life 

historyn is any retrospective account by the individual of 

his life in whole or in part, in written or oral form, tha t  

has been elicited or prompted by another person" (1985: 21) . 



While life histories recorded in the social science 

literature most often are probably sought out (e .g .  Nisa 

(1983), Yaqui Women (1978), Tuhami (1980)) Mary H / s  was 

Mary K. and I have a relationship, We had a relationship 

prior to beginning this research and we still have that 

relationship now although it has been strengthened and 

deepened through the research process, It is because of 

this relationship that 1 feel our work is oral tradition as 

defined by Julie Cruikshank, a well-known l i f e  historian and 

anthropologis t, 

Sometimes the term oral tradition identifies a body of 
material retained from the past. Other times w e  use it 
to talk about a process by which information is 
transmitted from one generation to the next (1994: 404) . 

Cruikshank identifies oral history as something different 

from oral tradition because "oral history is a more 

specialized term usually referring to a research method 

. . . [used to gatherl first hand experiences occurring during 

the lifetime of an eyewitnessw (1994:404) .  My work for this 

thesis is both oral tradition and oral history. 1 describe 

my work as oral history because 1 have tape recorded, in 

some detail, the lives of two women. As a researcher 1 am 

facilitating the hearing of these voices by bringing them 

together in a written record. In the past wornen's lives and 

stories were accessible through the networks i n  which women 

lived. Stories could be transmitted orally to friends and 



family, Today, however, that audfence is not accessible to 

a l 1  of us. This is due to what Przybysz calls "the 

psychosocial "death" experienced by many women whose 

marriages separated them f r o m  mothers and female support 

networksw (Przybysz 1993: 176) . 

Mary H. is related to me through marriage. Recording the 

life histories of mothers, sisters, and grandmothers is well 

documented in the literature. Christine Welsh (1991) takes 

a small piece of her own great great great grandmother's 

life and ties it together with her own experience of 

gathering his tory, finàing voice, and discovering identi ty . 
Elena Georgiou (1993) wrote a paper called wSpoken and 

Unspoken Words in the Life of a Cypriot Woman: A Life Story 

by her Granddaughter." Much of Georgiou's article deals 

with the context of her research. She writes about the 

process of gatherinq her granàmothervs stories and about her 

own feelings and those of her granàrnother during the 

process. For exarnple, her grandmother was reticent, she did 

not want to be recorded and she was pressured by other 

family members who wanted her history.  T h e  reticence and 

pressure influenced the research, the  researcher and the 

consultant. Because of the relationship between Mary and 

me, i t  has been important for both of us to have Mary pass 

on her experiences and stories f r o m  her generation and from 

the generations of her  rnother and grandmother t o  me, her 

daughter-in-law. Mary L. and 1 also have begun developing a 



relationship. We did not know each other prior ta the 

beginning of this research. 

I consider the research 1 have undertaken to be feminist in  

that, following Cole (1992), it is an exploration of Yhe 

subjective experience of women within...the ideological 

constructions of dominance and oppression. This exploration 

is achieved through democratic research and the creation of 

texts that give women a voice.. ." (Cole 1992:123) Cole 

lists two ways that feminist life history has been done. 

F i r s  t, researchers have integrated ff text and context by 

presenting narratives within a larger analysis of the social 

and his torical cons traints and conditions under which 

individuals define themselves, their agendas, and their 

strategies (1992: 123) . The second way that feminists have 

approached life history has been to elaborate the nature of 

the relationship between the anthropologist and the sub j ect 

of  the l i f e  story, to incorporate the anthrapologist's 

experiences in the telling of the story, and to make the 

stories central to the text (1992 : 123-24) . 

In the recording of life histories, information such as the 

tirne and place of the interview and the nature of the 

relationship between researcher and participant contribute 

to the readers' understanding of texts because time, place, 

and relationship convey something about the material that 

was shared. Sarris (1993:39) writes that 



The transcriptions of American Indian oral literatures, 
for example, sometimes provide nothing about the 
context in which the literatures were told and recorded 
or the manner in which they were translated. In the 
end we have a story devoid of context that might 
suggest something about the story beyond our 
interaction with it as an independent texteu 

Sheridan and Salaff discuss the importance of inciuding the 

researcher in the presented material. They 

... believe in the importance of the self-discovery that 
occurs as the researcher is transformed by ber work and 
in turn transforms her subject matter into meaningful 
communication. We thus encourage our contributors to 
keep themselves in each account (Sheridan & Salaff 
1984 : 15) 

The words of Cole, Sarris, Sheridan and Salaf f lead me to 

believe that data collection context and the nature of the 

relationship between researcher and consultant are necessary 

for readers to gain a fuller understanding of the p~esented 

material. 1 have endeavored to provide this kind of 

information in this thesis. 

Cruikshank, a gatherer of l i f e  histories, writes that 

"Storytelling is a universal activity and may well be the 

oldest of the artsw (1990: ix) . Since 1 was gathering life 

history experiences 1 chose to ask questions that would 

encourage the participant to tell a story. Encouraging the 

participants to tell stories was particularly appropriate in 

this study because storytelling is the medium f o r  expressing 

values, belief s, and philosophies especially in communities 

which rely on oral tradition (Cruikshank 1990)- 



At times in the interviews the participants digressed to 

telling stories which they were reminded of through the 

tellinq of one story. This was encouraged because it 

revealed information to me about how one story was linked to 

another in the mind of the consultant. Digressions allowed 

me to gain some understanding of how the consultant 

organized narratives of events, people, and places for 

telling to a listener. Langness and Frank write about this 

style of open-ended interviewing noting that 

. .A t  is wise to encourage spontaneity. This enables 
you to learn what the subjects themselves regard as 
important - or at least what they think it is important 
to tell the interviewer (1981:48) . 

1 was seeking factual information including events , places 

and dates, but 1 was also seeking to record the feelings, 

perceptions and personal def initions of the participants ' 

experiences. 1 tried not to be overly concerned w i t h  dates 

because although this was my way of organizing the material; 

it was not the way that Mary L. organized her memories and 

sometimes it was not the w a y  Mary H. did either- While 

reviewing the oral history transcripts 1 hear myself saying 

"So that would have taken place in. . . " or " . . , and that was 
about a decade.. ." even though 1 was trying not to be so 

concerned with chronology. At times 1 distracted Mary L. 

from her reminiscences with my questions about when events 

occurred. 



Mary L O v s  stories were recorded at her home, in her: kitchen. 

Mary L. 's husband and small daughter were at home but they 

were not present in the kitchen during our interview. 1 

tape-recorded the interview with Mary L, anci she was 

receptive to being tape-recorded, Similarly, my interviews 

with Mary H. were conducted in Mary H. ' s home, at her dining 

room table. Mary He and 1 w e r e  usually alone in the house 

for the interviews, at one interview her husband was present 

in the house and he was in the kitchen making supper for 

part of one interview which was a little distracting to both 

of us. The focus groups w e r e  conducted in  my home at my 

dining room table; A t  both focus groups pictures of  quilts 

and actual quilts were brought by focus group participants 

and these were shown, usually toward the end of  the focus 

group. The pictures of quilts and the quilts both seemed to 

elicit further discussion, Aithough 1 had not planned to 

use quilts to elicit discussion it worked well to  have these 

objec ts  at the focus group and to have to have them brought 

out  at  a point at which discussion was waning. 

The immediate audience for the stories  of these women was 

me. 1 may be the  only audience for the stories of Mary L I  

because 1 do not know w h a t  she intends t o  do w i t h  a written 

copy of her stories.  The stories of  Mary H .  w e r e  to ld  w i t h  

the intention that they w o u l d  be shared w i t h  several 

audiences. First, they were intended for her family, second 

they were t o l d  to be shared with quilters, breast cancer 



survivors, women and members of the medical community, 

Finally, the stories of Mary H. were shared w i t h  m e  so that 

they could be a part of my written Master's thesis. 

Ail of the individual interviews were transcribed by m e  as  

were the interviews conducted with the first focus group. 

The second focus group interview was transcribed by someone 

else - 1 reviewed the typed transcript myself while 

listening to the tape and made changes and corrections when 

necessary, 

The transcripts that are presented in the following chapters 

of this thesis have not been substantially edited. 1 have 

taken out repetitions and 1 have added commas, periods and 

quotation marks for ease of readability. Mary H. reviewed 

her own transcripts and made her own changes, mostly for 

succinctness and style. Mary H. clearly stated at the 

beginning of our interviews that she wanted to see her 

transcripts and make any changes that she thought were 

necessary. It was important to Mary 11. that her transcripts 

convey that she is well-spoken and articulate. Mary L. has 

not reviewed her own transcripts. Circumstances did not 

provide us with an opportunity to meet again after our 

interview was transcribed, 



Chapter Three 

Aistory of Life History in Anthropology 

The definition of life history that 1 have chosen to guide 

this research is that life history is "... a mode of 

investigation that blends history and biography in order to 

explore the effects of social structures on people and to 

portray the ways in which people themselves create cult~re.~ 

(Sheridan & Salaff 1984: 1) 

Langness and Frank point out that the gathering of life 

history is not solely an anthropological pursuit, it is  a 

form that crosses various disciplines. Written life 

histories in anthropology date as early as the 1920s 

(1981: 18) . The beginning is marked by the publication of 
Paul Radin's Crashing Thunder in 1926. Tbere are works 

before this by Sapir (1921) and Radin (1913) but Crashing 

Thunder is referred to by Langness & Frank (1981: 18) as the 

"first serious full lengthw life study. Two trends in the 

early 1900s were towards getting at the "underlying 

philosophical and emotional tones of the culturew as seen 

through the words of the informant and humanizing the 

materials to present them to a wider audience (Langness & 

Frank 1981: 19) . 

Life history methods are used to explore aspects of the 

individual in anthropology, psychology ( S e m  19 68 ) , 



sociology (Harrison & Lyon 1993) , and literature (Campbell 
1973, M. Scott Momaday 1966, 1989, Vale Allen 1984). The 

method is used by some researchers to gather l i f e  s tories  

because the stories  themselves have intrinsic value (e-g. 

Shostak 1983, Sarris 1994, Myerhoff 1978, Pruitt 1979 ) .  

Further to l i fe  histories having intrinsic value, the 

stories of women are important and need to be heard. 

Christine Welsh writes that she had to re-examine her 

". . .conventional notions of what was historically important 

and to recognize that the everyday l ives  of women- the 

unique patterns and rhythms of female experience- are 

history toow (Welsh 1991: 19) . 

Authors l ike  Welsh (e.g. Ahenakew & Wolfart 1992, Sarris 

1994 and Shorten 1991) believe that life histories can stand 

alone without validation from other sources, According to 

Welsh 

... the fact  that much Native oral history cannot be 
substantiated by docmentary evidence is not the most 
important consideration here: what is essential is the 
extent to  which it is believed by the people themselves 
(1991:18) . 

Other researchers use a form of the life history method to 

supplement other data collection methods like 

questionnaires, WouP interviews or participant 

observations, For example, the anthropologist Faye Ginsburg 

supplemented her research by using life history methods to 

". . .see how abortion is used as a symbol i n  the ways that 

committed activists interpret their behavior and b e l i e f s  to 



themselves and others as part of an ongoing narrative of 

their livesw (Ginsburg 1989: 59) , Other examples of 

researchers who have used the l i fe  history method as 

supplementary or elicitive are Strobel (1983) and Robertson 

(1983) who both [reconceptualize] l i f e  history as a method 

both t o  shed new light on the lives of slave women and to 

inform and correct an androcentric historical record of 

African slaveryn (Geiger 198 6 : 340) , 

Up to the 1930s the anthropologists who had been trained by 

Boas were concerned more with the recording of ethnography 

than they were with analysis (Langness & Frank 1981: 20) . 
The reason for the emphasis on col lect ion over analysis that 

prevailed in the early 1900s was the belief that Native 

American cultures were disappearing, the intention was to 

gather immediately and analyze later. Krupat (1994 : 14) , 
like others before him, refers to this practice as 'salvage 

anthropology. ' Rayna Green (1980 : 249) writes about this 

trend of the nineteenth century, 

Memorialized on stamps and coins like those other 
threatened creatures, the buffalo, Native American men 
and women came to be the property (and the reservation, 
the laboratory) of scholars who measured, tested and 
speculated on them. And scholarts passions were 
reserved for the old and dying parts of Native American 
cultures, jus t  as land-hungry settlerrs passions were 
for dead and dying Indians. 

T h e  belief that  Native American cultures w e r e  endangered was 

not unfounded. The latter part of the 1800s and the early 

1900s was a t h e  in which American goverment policies were 



designed to eradicate culture. For example, forced 

relocationrs and legislation such as the Dawes Act, which is 

mentioned by Krupat (1994) , were instruments of cultural 

disruption. According to Satz (1991:78) the Dawes Act, also 

known as the General Allotment Act of 1887, wparcelled out 

reservation lands to individual peoplew and resulted in a 

large reduction of Indian held land throughout the United 

states. The act was "Designed to convert communal tribal 

property into individually owned lands , lit] was intended 

to isolate individuals from the tribal community so that 

they could eventually be absorbed into the larger white 

societyw (Satz 1991: 78) . However, 

live and grow in number Native Americans did, and 
urban, nonreservation, cul turally changed Indians kept 
later generations of social workers, educators, and 
psychologists well employed in the twentieth century . 
For years, studies of cultural dissolution (called 
change and acculturation studies ) predicted indian 
demise, though now and again some fleeting positive 
portrait of living traditions and healthy people was 
produced (Green 1980:249). 

There were some authors and anthropologists who recognized 

that "salvage anthropology" was not necesçary and so 

produced "positive portrait" (Green 1980:249) life histories 

and ethnographies. Older life histories that have respect 

as part of their process of collection and compilation were 

produced by Black Elk (1932), Walter Dyk (1938), and Ruth 

Underhi11 (1979). Some of the more recent life histories 

and ethnographies that are more symbolic and positive 

portrayals characterized have been written by Julie 



Cruikshank (1990), Greg Sarris (1994), Campbell (1973), and 

Ahenakew & Wolfart (1992) , 

In 1935 John Dollard published Cri te r ia  for the L i f e  

History. This was the first work to focus directly on 

issues of method in life history studies (Langness & Frank 

1981:21). Dollardrs interest was in life history as a 

method to discover and record cultural and social facts more 

so than aspects of the individual. There was in the 1930s 

and 1940s a general increase in  social scientistsl self 

consciousness about use of method, as evidenced by Clyde 

Kluckhohnls 1947 work entitled The Personal Document in 

Anthropological Science, published by the Social Science 

Research Council. In this work Kluckhohn reviews the non- 

professional biographical and autobiographical works from 

the early 1800s and the professional works from 1908. Al1 

the materials he reviews are about Aboriginal people. He 

provides a list of the limitations be sees with the life 

history that had been done to 1945. His criticisms of the 

genre address the sketchiness, uneven representation of age 

and gender, the lack of basis for cornparison within groups, 

lack of interpretation and analysis and vague data 

collection techniques. The availability of works concerned 

with methodological issues in life history has increased 

with the publication of works from Linde (1993), Geiger 

(1986) , Cole (1992) , Cruikshank (1994) , Sheridan & Salaf f 



(1984), Watson & Watson-Franke (1985), Langess d Frank 

(1981) , and The Personal Narratives Group (1989) . 

Audio and videotaped memoirs were used as early as the 1950s 

(Langness & Frank 1981: 10) . In the 1960s there was interest 
in life histories related to civil rights and liberation 

movements, for example, The Autobiography of b&lcolm X 

(1966). Works like Malcolm X's and Lewisr Chilàren of 

Sanchez (1961) were read by a great many non- 

anthropologists. T h e  works from Malcolm X and Lewis were, 

in  part, responsible for the popularization of 

anthropological life histories. Lewis is credited by 

Langness and Frank (1981:24) with bringing the life history 

to recognition as a distinctive literary genre. In the 

Introduction to this study Lewis describes what was then the 

new technique of interviewing each family member, having 

them tell their own life story and compiling them in a 

single document. He lists a few advantages of the method 

such as the fact that independent versions of  the sarne event 

provide a built in check for reliability and validity. In 

previous life history work that 1 have done 1 have not used 

independent versions of the same event told by individual 

family members as a way to check for validity and 

reliability. My reasoning for this w a s  that each 

individual's version is real and correct to that person, 

that is the way the event occurred for them, despite the 



fact that each family member8 s version of the same event may 

àiffer. 

During the 1960s and 70s d r a w i n g  on the medical use of life 

histories to understand something of a patient's history of 

illness and health, psychological anthropologists produced 

such works as Kysterical Psychosis in the New Guinea 

Highlands: A Bena Bena Exaznple (Langness 1965) . Langness 

and Frank (1981:24) list some other applications of the LiEe 

History in anthropology, including the illustration of some 

aspect of culture not usually portrayed by other means: 

womeng s views, (Shostak 1981, Atiya 1982, Cruikshank 1990) , 
to communicate something not otherwise communicated (e . g., 
the humanistic side of anthropology) , for literary purposeSr 
and finally, to look at deviants or unusual cases. For 

example, in Tuhami 

collection of Tuhamil 

it is "an experimentu 

(1980), Crapanzano writes that his 

s life history and the presentation of 

(Crapanzano 1980 : ix) . 

Recently, feminist authors have found ways to bring together 

ethnography and the analysis of l i f  e history materials. 

Cole writes about the integration of life history within 

ethnography, 



Feminists, however, early recognized the l i f e  history 
to be central to the conduct of their research and have 
employed two approaches to  integrating lif e writing in 
their ethnoqraphy. The first and most common approach 
has been to integrate text and context by presenting 
narratives within a larger analysis of the social and 
historical constraints and conditions..,The second 
approach has been, like Shostak and Myerhaff, to 
elaborate the nature of the relationship between the 
anthropoloqist and the subiect of the life 
story. . . (Cole 1992: 123-124) 

Sarrisr work with Mabel Mackay (1994) is a recent example of 

l i f e  writing as described by Cole. Sarris has included his 

relationship with Mabel Mackay as part of the narrative and 

he has explored bis own c~ltural background, and the social 

context of their relationship as these relate to Mabel's 

narrative, 



Chapter Four 

Mary L, 

In this chapter 1 will introduce some issues related to the 

collection and presentation of Aboriginal womenps history 

and biography. This is followed by pieces of a l i f e  history 

fromMary L., a Cree Metis from far northen Alberta. In a 

summary a t  the end of the chapter 1 âiscuss how Mary's s to ry  

illriminates these broad issues. 

1 w i l l  consider several issues which relate to Aboriginal 

women's history and Aboriginal women's biography. These are 

pointed out here and discussed at the end of the chapter in 

light of Mary L.'s life story: 

Everyday l i fe  is important. 

N o t  enough information is written from female sources. 

The life stories of Aboriginal women have much to say 

about Canadian history. 

The life histories that are done with Aboriginal women, 

are, at times lacking in details about the context i n  

which the information was gathered. 

Many works on Aboriginal women are dated; the women are 

made t o  fit a stereotype. 

Aboriginal women tell sacred stories. 

H i s t o r i c  and social context are intrinsic. 

Aboriginal narrators voices are often l o s t  i n  

biographical accounts. 



There are three reasons for choosing Mary L.  as someone to 

work w i t h  for my thesis.  The first cornes from Jennifer 

Brown: 

. . . i t  is a l1  too easy to learn more about the men than 
the women; but new kinds of systematic study can 
redress the balance contributing richer perspectives 
not only on individuals and families but on Metis 
social history in its broadest sense (1983:45). 

Brown's statement provides one general reason for gathering 

the life stories of a Metis woman rather than a Metis man. 

The reason I chose to work specifically with Mary L. was 

that she came highly recommended to  m e  as a woman "who knows 

thingsm and who "knows how to live in the bush." The third 

reason that 1 had for gathering Mary's life experiences was 

that she chose to share them with me, 

My work with Mary stayed in the preliminary stages as we did  

not have a lot of t h e  together before circumstances 

postponed our work to  a future date. According t o  Linde "A 

life story is also a discontinuous unit, to ld  in separate 

pieces over a long period of t h e "  (1993 : 4 )  . Although 1 

have only worked w i t h  Mary for a short time 1 expect that 1 

will continue to gather her stories over time. This chapter 

will serve as an examination of a few of these "separate 

pieces," and as with life, the life history we intend to 

work on together w i l l  extend beyond this written document. 



1 have chosen to  present Mary's stories in the order that 

they were told to me,  1 do this because when 1 met with 

Mary to talk to her, a l1  I did was give her an initial 

starting point. Specifically, 1 said, 

C - 0.K 1 don't know anpthing about you [M - You don't know anything about 
me] not redy, like where you were bom, so you could start them. 

After that initial prompting, 1 did not refer to my question 

l i s t  again uati l  towards the end of the interview. Mary 

spoke spontaneously about the topics that were of importance 

t o  her and she organized the discussion. That is, al1 of her 

stories  seemed to lead from one to another u n p r o m p t e d  by my 

questions and instead led by connections which 1 have tried 

to point out in the text, It is for these reasons that 1 

have chosen to mite her stories  in the order they were 

told. Mary m a y  have thought ahead of time about some of the 

things she wanted to talk about, and if she did, her choices 

may have been influenced by what she knew about m e .  As far 

as 1 know, Mary knew only that 1 was her cousin' s wife' s 

daughter who was a university student writing a paper about 

Metis women, 

According to Christine Welsh (1991:18) when one looks a t  

Metis history w e  must be prepared to give up "...Our pre- 

conceived notions of the very nature of  history - that it is 

linear, progressive, date and event orientedw and further, 

w e  m u s t  adapt ". . .Our thinking to a fundamentally different 

aboriginal world view which is cyclical and ultinately 



timeless, In my work with M a q  1 found th i s  t o  be t ~ e .  

Mary sorted her own topics for  discussion. One s to ry  l e d  

into another without my seeking out the next topic. That is 

not t o  say t h a t  Mary's l i fe  experiences were never presented 

i n  chronological order, but rather that they were tied 

together p r inc ipa l ly  by topic  rather than t h e .  One caveat 

to this is t h a t  1 am not including here everything she said 

o r  every top ic  w e  discussed, The s t o r i e s  t h a t  do appear 

here a r e  presented i n  the order that she told them. 

Mary talked t o  m e  about where she was bom and where she 

grew up as  w e l l  as her memories of learning t o  trap and t an  

hides as a l i t t l e  g i r l .  Her s t o r i e s  of growing up are 

characterized by a l o t  of movement. Although i n  her s t o r i e s  

she moves f r o m  place t o  place, the theme of famiiy holds 

constant. Except for the one year Mary spent i n  a convent, 

i n  her s t o r i e s  there  is always a family member t o  look a f t e r  

Mary and t o  teach her things; rnost o f t en  it is  her parents,  

but when it cannot be her mother o r  father there is always 

some other family member available.  

M - 1 wasn't redy born in Fort Chip. There is an island there caiied Ghost 
Island. That's where my parents, they used to have a place. That's where they 
used to iive at first when we moved fiom Fort chip and that's where we were 
raised, up in Ghost Idand. [C - Oh OK] But Like 1 said, my patents, they move 
around and we had another trap Line by Big Point 1 guess you heard about Big 
Point [C - no] Then we had a trapiine t h e  called Old Fort [C -oh] About ten 
of us, üke we had my sister M, she's the baby, and Pm the ne* then my brother 
W, and E, H, and my mom and dad and we didn't have a place to üve. Lïke a 
home, a proper home, but my dad built a tieepee. [C- oh yeah] That's where we 
lived for a year till we have a pmper home, like log house. [C - oh OE;1 Thafs 
where my dad used to trap a l l  the tirne. W e  used help him go trapping when we 



were kida 1 was about Ill say 1 was about men yeais oid and 1 used to go with 
m y  dad with the dog sled and he taught me hou to set rabbit snares and how to 
shoot chickense niaYs where 1 leam a l l  these things. Lüce ali the M y  when 
we corne home then we help m y  dad to stfftch beavers and rats- We do all aiese 
Mmgs with Our parents* 

c- stretrh them? 
M- Yeah you know, we them. 
C- Oh the, the hides 
M-The hides 
c-Mmm 

M- W e  make stretrhas for muskratsf and we had to stretch muskrab for my 
dad, lîke weaseis and all thse animals they catch. [C - hmm] It was pretty 
hard, like our family it was really poor we didn't bave enough money and tnings 
like that But thafs how my dad make our living, with trapping* In summer 
time they go fïshing, that?s how theg rnake money bo. My mom used to do a lot 
of sewing and W s  how she earned her money for our schooling, dothing, 
things Iüce that We don't M y  have any food at the house but we used ta be 
happy. Lîke what we had in there at home, we eat fish we eat moosemeat and 
things like ht, wild meat And we dodt hardly have anything but we were 
SU happy the way we were brought up, you know, because we have a home. 
[C- mm hmm] Then we moved to Fort Chip a .  we go to schooL 1 was in 
convent wiai the nuns. 1 was there for about a year with the nuns to go to 
schooL My sister# and me and my brother went Three of us were in the convent 
because my dad coaldnt support us ail. 

C Oh, Iü;e you actually lived there 

M - Yeah we stayed there. [C - oh 01<1 The nuns looked after us and a year after 
1 came, my m o m  got me ouf got me out of the convent Then 1 went and stay 
with my Granny, my mom's mom. She had r a k d  me too. [C - Oh that's nice] 
Yeah and then after that 1 came back to Fort Chip then 1 moved to, 1 used to live 
with Castors- Then 1 moved h m  there. Then 1 lived with Kinoi, they call him 
Kmm. 1 don't know his r d  name, he was a chief. With M and Kmoi, 1 used to 
live with thea 1 lived the- for awhile- Then 1 moved to my auntie, Mrs. L. [C - 
oh] Frank Lh morn [C - oh OI(1 in JackfÏsh Lake- That's where 1 used to live 
with m y  aunfie and she r a i d  me half the the. Her too, she looked afb-r me. 
And when 1 came badc to Fort chip 1 used to go and live with L and thern, EL. 
and them [C - oh 04 So Pve been moving a lot 

C- It sounds iike it 



M- Yeah y& 1 Stay with them for (2 words)l Lena and 1 when we were 
young girls we get dong so good. Her mom taught us how to work, do 
washing, haui water, iron dothes, go tD schooL It was a good home where I waa 
Th& the Iast  t h e  1 was there when 1 was yomg. Then I moved, when 1 was 
about twelve yeam old, 1 moved to Fort Smith and put mysei€ in a home. [C - 
oh] 1 was in ah teenagers, what you d that nowl WeU, aiey look after 
teenagers there anyways [C - like a gmup home?] Yeah, group home, h t ! s  
where 1 put myseif. 

Mary's telling of "the learning to trap and tan as a young 

girl stories"2 led Mary to talking about herself as a young 

woman with small children and a baby and having to trap food 

to feed her children. 1 think the stories are t i ed  together 

by the fac t  that trapping is  central to both narratives. 

M - 1 traveled to Fort McMurray. Then, when I was eightesn years old I met this 
guy. His name was E.C Then 1 live with him and we had five lads. [C- oh 
wow] W e  were always in the trapline when 1 was eighteen and 1 trapped tül I 
was about l!ll say 1 was twenty years old Fm on the trapline all the time. But 
he was a dnmkard and we never had notbuig to eat [C oh] 1 eam money for 
trapping. 1 used to waJk so far, maybe sometimes 1 walk f&y miles like that in 
the cold weather. And no dogs 1 used to waIk and a m y  the pack sack, try to 
make money for myd You put trap for beavers, squirds and things like 
alat It was d y  mugh üfe 1 had when 1 was young. 1 thought 1 had a husband 
but 1 didn't have a good husband because he was an alcoholic. 

Ariother theme that cornes up over and over in Mary's stories 

is dogs, or the absence of dogs. Mary was always around 

dogs. Today she has t w o  doqs that are companions but when 

she was a little girl and a young woman the dogs were both 

companions and workers. 

C- Where were the kids? 
M- The kids 
C- When you wodd do the trapping? 

These bracke t s  indicate that two words were spoken by Mary that I was unable 
to  transcribe. 
* This  is a title that I have applied to the stories. 



M- 1 lost two oldest ones. [C - ohh] And 1 had R and 1 had a husky dog- The 
husky dog used to look aMer my girl while 1 was going and visiting the traps- 
[C- yeah] The dog was t h  and R was in a swing and 1 taught the dog to pull 
the string so when the baby cries he could p d  the string- [C - you're kiddind 
So the dog used to do that for me. And 1 maire a fire and I used to put a chicken 
wirie m case the baby goes down so she won% bum. So 1 put Me chicken wire 
amund the heater and ait wood and rnake big fhe so the f i ~  stays OIL 1 put 
green wood so the baby wiU get wara 

Mary's story about the husky dog that looked after the baby 

led Mary to speak about losing her children. 

M - ... after that 1 moved to Lac La Biche with my Lad, with R Then 1 stayed with 
my dad's brother, his name îs S C  1 live with them aiere for awhüe. When R 
was about a year old 1 moved back to Fort McMurray. Then I was back with 
him again, then 1 had JO I had two boys for him but 1 didn't live with hia I 
lived by myself, and I was working- 1 used to work with V.H. in Fort McMurray 
cleaning up the new homes when they w e  bailding the new homes- [C - oh 
yeah] Townhouses they d them. Thafs where 1 was working, cleaning up and 
1 supported my ici&. 1 had a nice home and my kïds never used to s t w e  
because I buy grocerïes aiI  the thne, 1 was on the welfare same thne and 1 
dways had f d  for the kida The oniy thing that 1 dont d y  have are clothing 
for them, but 1 used to do a lot of semg. [C- oh yeah] 1 make o v d  for them 
and things lïke thab you know, 1 sew so they have dothes- [C- yeah] One day 
my sister came in h m  Fort Chip and 1 had a mm, enough room for my 
Mdren to live in. She brought her two Iàds and her boyfiiend. So they asked 
me if they CO& live at my place, stay at my place till thep find a place. 1 never 
used to drink Never, 1 never had boom in my mouth that tirne when 1 had my 
kids. [C - yeah] So 1 let them stay there and then she said "Would you babyait 
for me?" and 1 said "Sure I!II baby-sit the two girls." Ça 1 give the kids a bath, 
that's by the washhb, 1 didn't have a bathn>om or anything. Then feed them 
and put them to bed. Then about midnight they were at the house fighting 
outside. [C- yeah] Ço 1 tried to stop them but I was the one, 1 got hurt, they 
break m y  ribs. [C - oh no] Yeah, this guy shut the door by the truck, and slam 
the door on ribs so they break my three ribs and 1 land up in the hospital. The 
old hospital in Fort McMurray. So, my kids are there, my three kids and 1 don't 
know what to do. 1 don't redy know how to taJk English that the, 1 only talle 
m y  language that time. [C - Thafs Cree?] In Cree, yeah. So anyways, when 1 
was in the hospital they brought al1 the lcids in the hospital, like my kids and my 
sisber's two kïds, but on the way it tums the other way. 1 got m y  kids taken 
away instead of her. An the w&are came she said "WeJl, we corne and get your 
kids." 1 said " m a t  for?" She said "We have to take themu and this sociai worker 



was d y  terrible that long time ago. She Qld me there was a party for the kids 
and they wem going to Cake my kîds there And 1 believed them. 1 let my kids 
go and since then I never seen thea Thqr drop m y  Iads aiI over the place. 1 
went to the court but 1 couldn't fmd anybody to heip me. To, 1 codd say it in 
Cree what happened, to expiain wergtnmg what happened but nobody helps 
me. 1t was d y  hard for me and 1 coddnlt t i  EnWh, I don't understand 
what they're talking about [C -yeah] So anpays, m y  kids w e  taken away. 

After this s t o r y  about los ing her kids, Mary turned back t o  

dog stories. Before the next dog story Mary talked a little 

bit about how her life changed once she lost her children. 

She l e f t  Fort McMurray, m e t  her second husband, the man she 

is s t i l l  married to today and she had three more children; 

She speaks w i t h  obvious pleasure about memories of teaching 

her second husband, a nonoNative, to trap and set snares f o r  

rabbits. Mary talked about h o w  her second husband was away 

a lot because his  job required him to travel. While he was 

away Mary s e w e d  to make her own spending money. She spoke 

o f  rnaking moccasins, hide j a c k e t s  and doinq beadwork. While 

telling me about her mother teaching her to do the beadwork 

and the hidework she was remindeci of a dog story. This 

time, her story was no t  about a helpful dog. Mary still 

carries the scar that reminds her of the story. 

M - ... 1 used to use a dog team to go and cut wood. Thafs how we sel1 our 
wood, me and my mom too. [C- oh] Y& but aMer the do- bit me 1 never do 
that anymore because the dogs bit me. Mary shows me the [C - oh.] There 
were four dogs there. The leader jump on m y  face and bit my face, m y  mouth, 
my iips off. [C - oh gosh] They were jumping aii over me when 1 move and my 
mom wasn't there because she was taking a àifferent trail and 1 take the dogs 
back trail [C - oh] 1 trieci b get the leader to go to the t r d  1 want but he just 
turned -und and jump on my face and the whole dogs jump on me. 

The use of an underline in the t r a n x r i p t  is to indicate that a speciffc 
body movement or gesture accompanied the words. 



C - How old were you? 
M - I was about lds see, PU say 1 was about ten years old. 
C- You wem just a iittle kid 
M-Y& 
c-mbyyourself!  

M - With my rnom [C - oh yeah] but my rnom twk a difkent trail. My rnom 
always Iiked saying her rosaries and she said shell tal<e the smail trail. And 1 
went to the dog team hail coming home And 1 want them to tum left fowads 
my rnom but the dog didn't llsDen to me. He just jiunped, turned around and 
just bit me, the whole works, dogs, jump on me, except the bads dog couldn't do 
anyttnng. It was just those thme was jiunping all over me. Then my rnom figw 
out Mose dogs meci me and then she corne running. 1 could hear m y  mom, she 
said, "Oh the dogs are killing m y  gid, thqr Wed my girl." 1 couid hear mom. 
She had an ax with her and then she chopped those three dogs heads off. 

After hearing this story I wondered how Mary was healed, did 

she get stitches? My asking about t h i s  led Mary to talk 

about being healed with roots and about how Mary herself 

learned to heal others using roots and plants- 

M - ...Then they took me to the convent The nuns tried to & my lips but they 
couldn't do anything- They couldnt even sew it [C - d y ]  They coulddt 
kause they bit a big piece of my lip off. [C - oh] Marv shows the place where 
the dom bit her The one that healed me is my auntie, k grandmother healed 
my Iips. [C oh] She was using some mots [C - oh yeah) Yeah, she was picking 
the mots that time . You know the old days we used to have aU these mots, 
medicine, when we get si& thafs what we use. We dont go to the doctors. [C - 
no?] We use all these, aJi kinds of mots h m  the ground. 

C - Did you leam those things? 
M-Mm,hmm 
C - So you stül do that now? 
M - Mm hmm 
C-oh 

M - Like the one that, 1 don't know how you cail that, you could see them out in, 
when you go out in the bush. You see the ütüe red bernes, üke smaii little 
bunch of Little red berries. That root is good for the lady when you flow a lot [C 
- oh] When you flow a lot you just boil that, the root You always offer tobacco 
before you take things out. [C -oh] That's how my rnom taught me. And you 
make that, you boil it and in a pot but not a steel pot Ifs a different kind of pot 



You have to use a special pot to make medicine in and you drink that thtee 
times. You drink in the moming and when you have that medicine you cadt 
blow it, never blow the medicine, Marv blows on her CO& cur, to show me 
When you get it out h m  the grotand, h m  Mother Earth, you can nwer blow it 
when you axe gohg b drink i t  You jkmt leave it like that and drinlc ît [C -oh] 
You drink about thme times of that anyway and yoa just go normal again. [C - 
oh] Therets ail kinds, 1 cadt name them in Engkh. I got lots of them b r  1 pi& 
some up... 

The talk of roots and the proper way to p i c k  them led into a 

discussion of some aspects of Mary's persona1 spiritual 

beliefs. Actually, first there was a brief digression into 

a conversation about genealogy followed by me asking about 

Mary's mother saying the rosary. Mary spoke of &y things 

in our discussion of spirituality but the things that stood 

out as very important to her, and to be mentioned here are 

the eagle, the drum, a f e w  words about songs and Mary's view 

on the mixinq of Christianity and Native spirituality. 1 

ask readers to read this section with the respect one would 

accord any sacred text. 

M - 1 always cham about the eagle. [C - oh really?] Yes, the t h e  before 1 went 
to North Dakota, this surprised me, I dreamt about Bying with an eagle. 1 see ali  
these. Marv waves in the air When 1 went to North Dakota, that's what I see, 
on my dreams. [C - d y ]  Yes 

C - 1 notice you have the eagie on your shirt 
M - Yes, 1 just love an eagle. 1 do see lots of visions too. 
C - Oh really 

M- Yeah, like when 1 start going out there and 1 go to sweats and I go to pray 
and ofkr tobacco. One day 1 was sittins 1 was with L, 1 went and cut wood and 
1 heard a voice. It said Mary, now its time for you to go to foliow the good road 
and start workhg for yourself. I heard that voice and that's when the eagle was 
flying around there. point in^ up in the aîr and circling with her figer [C- 
wow] Then when I came back from L'S place and I have an eagle feather. 



Mary has certain songs that are sacred to her and she 

explained to m e  that she cannot just s ing  them when she 

wants top she waits u n t i l  they corne to her. 

M - ... he used ta sing a Song for me When 1 go to the sweat it comes to me but 1 
can't sing it (c- no?] No, that was @en to me Iike when 1 go to the sweat to 
sing the Song comes to me. [C - yeah] Therets two that wem given to me My 
Dad's song and Michel's song. See 1 cadt sing it [C - yeah] 1 codd sit here all 
dayandtry tos ing~mngsandi t~nev~cometDme butwhenIgo tothe 
sweats the song comes thtough to ae. 

Mary shared with me a very personal story about her drum. 

Ridingtonvs discussion of the thoughtworld speaks to this 

drum story . Ridington describes the diff erence between 

aboriginal and non-aboriginal thoughtworlds, 

In our [Ridington's] thoughtworld, m y t h  and reality are 
opposites. Unless we can find some way t o  understand 
the reality of mythic thinking, we will remain 
prisoners of our own language, our own thoughtworld. 
In this world one story is real, the other fantasy. In 
the Indian w a y  of thinking both stories are true 
because they describe personal experience. Their 
truths are complimentary (1990: 10) . 

Mary's drum is very important to her, In Mary's account she 

tells me about the importance of  the d m ,  how she came to 

have the drum, 

1 was just praying and 1 heard the drums just comin, you know, real beautifd 
music. You know, like ânunmers, just coming slowly, and slowly getting louder 
and louder. But 1 think, what it is, because that d m  was given to me by M. G. 
[C - oh yeah] and C G. is m y  first cousin too. [C - oh] Because her mom and my 
dad are brother and sister bo.  M & C lauzh So, like, Mrs. L, [C - mm hmm] iike 
L and Mrs. P, those two are sis-, [C - oh OI(1 so those are first cousins too [C- 
O Q  and I always cal1 him my brother, M. And, I always want to drum. And 
one day he brought the drum, he came fimm Fort McMurray, he came to 
Edmonton and he brought me this drum. He made that drum and he died. (C - 
really] Yeah, not very long after, he died. Not even a week after. He died. He 
brought this drum to me. [C- wow] He made that d m  for me, and that drum 1 



always keep. And my drum had rq>ped around and 1 didn't have a drum for a 
year. 1 crÏed for aiat dnia 1 crried that I didn't have a a but I had the 
h e .  [C - yeah] So 1 went to school in Ben Calf Robe. [C - oh y& up here] 
And guess what? One day 1 was thinking 'Gee how can 1 make my drum, I dont 
have no hide or anpaiing rawhide'. 1 was Sitting down outside, and 1 said 
"Grandfathers' 1 said Would you heip me to have a new drum because 1 have 
the frame of my brother's?' 1 d e d  my btherk name. 1 said "My bmther, 
would you help me to have the dnmi back?' And it was OK like aiat So I went 
to school the next day again and 1 was Sitting down on the piaiic tabie and 1 was 
p r a e g -  1 always pray to my brother M to help me, my dad and than tn help 
me you know. And 1 seen somethirig roIling towards me, a round thing, you 
know, comes mlling fnnn the corner and mils to me where 1 s i t  It goes nght 
here Points in fivmt of her so 1 kicked it, with my leg, 1 just kicked it like this. 
Kicks out in front It was at tien O ddc, we ahvays have a coffee bm&, so 1 went 
badc ih So, tkee O dock we go and we have a smoke, So 1 went out and I sit 
the same place in the picnic table I was Sitting on top. It was snowins you 
know, and that thing rok again, towards to me, so 1 got up and 1 picked it up 
and I put it in m y  + 1 came home, I open ib and guess what? It just fits 
with m y  drum, the hide. [C - whoa, your lciddingl Yes, just fh! Ifs ail just 
round, it just fi&. That hide was a ifs a rawhide and ifs stiü wet and it just 
fit0 my dnun 

C - That's very special 

M- Mm hmm, and since then 1 had my drum made again and never let nobody 
touch my drum. [C - na, no] No, 1 smudge it and that night 1 teiI my husband, 1 
said, MWellI 1 guess 1 have a drum." And 1 dixed my dnun and I made it and 1 
start singing and that night my bmther was singing a song for me. [C - oh my 
gosh] Yeah, so that was him Marv t a ~ s  the Cable that give me the hide to £ix my 
dnun. 

Mary used to t a k e  her drum into the Catholic church but she 

no longer does that ,  she explained ta me why she does not  

take her drum to church. 

M - ... You don't take the dnim in the chwch. [C- no?] The d m  dont belong in 
the Catholic church, that wasn't never, 1 never see a dnun in the Catholic church. 
1 used to sing [C - yeah] four directions Ui the church but something k i i s  me not 
to Gike m y  drum there anymore. [C - redy?] Yes, like the sweetgrass. They 
have sweetgrass in the church, they never do that before. Now they try to do 
these things like we do, but why in the Catholic c h d ?  

C - Have you gone to Sacred Heart? 



M - I d t o g o i n S a c d H e a r t  ThafswhereIusedtosing. [C-ohJIusedbo 
dnmi aiera [C - oh, OI<1 Yeah, but 1 dodt do that anymore, I just quit 1 rather 
stick with my, you know, the way 1 p y .  Ifs more powerhtl. But Pm still 
praying for the God anyways. [C - yeah] You know Fm still praping for him. 1 
feel more a& sak iilce, [C - It f d s  rïght?] Yeah [C - to you] fkeI right for me. 
When 1 go to churdi the's so many hypoaites in the church. They talk about 
tkmdves and thqr laugh at you They ask me to do the dnunmùig for them 
and afkr awhile they laugh at me about iL [C - Thatk a*] 1t is. And NO 
WAY, no way nobody's gohg to do these things to me. M rather bring my 
drum home and leave my drum out of the chUrch [C - yeah] L dways teil me 
that She said Why Mary, take your drum in. She said "1t don% belong th-" 
1 said "No, 1 how* because aie spirits told me not to take my drum in there 
anymom 

Mary's discussion about her drum and the church leads her to 

talk about her parentsq religious and spiritual beliefs and 

that led Mary to speaking about her grandmother. 

Specifically, she talked about berry-picking with her 

grandmother and about the importance of respect for  the 

earth and nature, Out of this discussion came a story about 

the birth of one of Mary's children. Mary was out trapping 

by herself when she went into labour. Mary delivered her 

own baby, by herself, in the bush. 

M- ...R, I had her in the bush without people, without anybody. There was 
trappem there but 1 had her in aie bush 1 delivered my own baby. 

C- You d e l i v d  your own baby? 

M- So, it was pmtty hard, There was trappers there but [C- that is aaazing] 1 
couldnft do anything. Then, we land up in Lac La Biche hospitai, so we had to 
stay in the hospital [C-oh] an that's where Rose was in hospitd for awhile, just 
check how the baby was. [C-yeah] Cause it was hard for me when 1 deiivered 
her. [C- I guess, like,] Yes [C- you were alone aione] outside] in a cabin 
yeah , [C- in the cabin, in the bush]. Then 1 called Grandpa X.C from a mile and 
seventy four. He had horses, 1 was riding on a home to go to Lac La Biche to the 
hospital and we land up in a hospital, bath of us. 



C- Was she OK? 

M- Everything was normal, everythins 1 did everything right 

C You did a $ood job 

M- Y& She stays in the hospital for awhüe. So 1 do d y  g d .  

C- So youlre out on the trapline, p- mm hemi] you're nine months pregnanc 
(M - yeah] and you're w-mm hmm] youlre waIking w- six miles like that 1 
waUced [C-oh my] yeah, carrying a big packsa&] And then you j i ~ ~ t  knew it 
was time 

M- mm hmm, I &art to have a labour pains and 1 know right away. 

Mary spoke about the fact that she knew what to do because 

her mother had prepared her. She had been told what to 

expect when she got matried and what to do when it was time 

to give birth. At this point Mary spoke some more about 

learning to tan and scrape hides. 1 asked Mary how old she 

was when she went to the convent to go to school. In 

response Mary told me some stories about what it w a s  l i k e  

f o r  her to be in the resideatial school. 

M- I dont redy like it because, lt was pretfy hard for me because the nuns t h e  
were redy mean, [C- oh] REALLY MEAW One time 1 was in the class and 1 
was si& The nun got me and she put me back up upstairs and tied me up 
there 

M- That was really, ifs not, [C- that's horrible] it is horrible. 1 was calling my 
sister L. The nuns weren't very gaad to look after kids. They do aii Ends of 
things to you. We're having a meai, we having a fish, there were about fZty of 
us hundred and fïfty s m d  girls and we're having our breakfast and they they 
used to give us that oil ah what do y...[C- cod liver oil] by spoon an 1 couldn't 

Where 1 use al1 capitaI letters in the trawcript. it is to indiîate that  
these woscb were spoken louder or w i t h  more emphasis than the rest of the 
text, 



take it  1 was sidc so the oaier girl was sick. Yoa know what they do? They 
just taie her head dump her face in there [C- aw] Th& how bad the nu~is wera 
An if you do Sameaùng liale bit wmng thhg you got to go stay upstairs and 
stay in bed or you have to say your pyers and laieel down d day to say your 
P=Y- [C- 85-1 Y- 

C Like, so what year is this üke amund 1940 or something or... 

M-ÇeePm53, Iwas barnin1983 

C- 1943 O& so ifs 1949 or somefhins so fhat isn't wen that long ago w- no] 

M-They aiways say that Catholic Priests are d y  g d .  Fathers or eamething, 
they supposd to beach you how to pray an to do [C- yeah] these things but ifs 
terrible, used tD be one father u s d  to bother us them too, Father, [C- geez] 
Father D was bad for giris tw he used to make us sit down on, make us sit You 
know all the things 1 know, 1 -ber dl these an 1 used ta hate that priest 
[C- yeah] and he tried to kach us about God when 1 was six years old but 1 
know, and I rised tD teil my mom [C-yeah] about what he's doin [C- yeah] that!s 
a terrible thïng tb do 

We shut the tape off while Marv m s k s  to her husband for a minute 

M - ... the Catholics, [C- y&] , they cut our hair too you kmw, the nuns cut 
Every one liale girls had the same hairnit 1 don't know why they cut our haire 
but Like I said when catediism, you know like to Ieam how to pray. Father used 
to be Meze all the thne and and sometimes there about maybe twelve girls w@d 
be sitting down alI in benches. [C-yeah] If w e  don't do anyaUng right, if we 
don't say things n i t  that Father used to make us sit on On lap and do these 
things you know [C- oh my] and one time 1 tumed around an 1 hit him with a 
d e r  and the nun take me, just grab me by the hair and take me back upstairs, 
[C- geez] and Ml me "you're not supposed to treat the fathers iike thar and 1 
told the sister but sistiers don't believe me 

C Ifs a wonder you kept going to church Fr-mm h m . ]  you know a€ter that 
kind of a thing 

M-Yeah but you know it hits me in m y  head when 1 go to ta the Catholic church 
and it just corne, brings m y  memories back what 1 useà to see when 1 was a kid 
what the nuns and the priests's do. 

At the start of this chapter I l i s t ed  some of the broader 

oral  history issues related to Aboriginal women's history 



and biography. This was followed by my presentation of 

Mary's life history as it was told t o  me. In the following 

summary 1 will examine how parts from Mary's story 

illuminate some of the broader points. 

Stories of Everyday Life are Important 

Welsh makes the point that she had to 

., .re-examine my conventional notions of  what was 
his tor ica l ly  important and to recognize that the 
everyday lives of women - the unique patterns and 
rhythms of female experience - are history too 
(1991 : 19) 

T h e  s tor ies  I gathered f r o m  Mary are her accounts of her own 

everyday life . Although Mary' s everyday experiences are 

similar to  those of people she knows, they are uniquely hers 

and they are different frorn my everyday experiences and 

those o f  many Metis women living in urban centers. 

Not Enouah Information is Written from Female Sources 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Even today, books l i k e  Sylvia Van ECirkts, Many Tender Ties, 

which was researched and written by a woman, are stil l  based 

on male generated written sources. Christine Welsh, a Metis 

author, writes about this problem, "For it was i n  working 

with the native oral tradition that 1 f irst  discovered that 

w e  as native women have a unique history and discourse of 

Our own but being both women and native we have been doubly 

silencedn (Welsh 1991:15). Working with Mary has produced a 

body of  t ex t  that is  f r o m  the woman herself. It is her 

recollections of her own life. 



Manv Works on Aboriarinal Women are Dated; the Women are Made 

to Fit a Stereotype 

The problem is not a void in the literature, but rather, the 

problem is the way  that Aboriginal women have been 

presented. In choosing women as a focus, particularly Metis 

women, 1 originally thought I w o u l d  be filling a void in 

literature. However, Rayna Green's (1980) essay leads me to 

believe not that women have been neglected in the literature 

but that the problem has been in the depiction. Green 

(1980:257) points out that in many works about the lives of 

Aboriginal women they are portrayed as stereotypes, For 

example, she notes that w o r k s  from the period 1900 to 1920 

are typically "custom studiesw about topics like 

menstruation and marriage . In writings from the 1960s 

"Indian women have to be exotic, wild, collaborationist, 

crazy, or mwhitew to qualify for white attentionw (Green 

1980:257) . Green asks the question 

Where are the scholars who will give the modern 
versions of quilling and beading societies - The North 
American Indian Women's Association, The Alaskan and 
Canadian Native Sisterhoods, ... the attention they ought 
to have? (Green 1980: 266-267) 

At the t h e  Green (1980) was writing she found that 

No study yet deals with the resilient intratribal and 
pan-Indian networks formed largely by women on and off 
reservation, networks which keep migratory and urban 
Indians working, educated, and in touch with their 
Indian identities (Green 1980:266). 

In Maryr s life stosy there are a number of narratives that 

concern the things Mary does to promote First Nations 



education and identity, including her s tor ies  about losing 

her drum and finding a new skin fox the drum while she was 

at Ben Calf Robe school. Ben Calf Robe is an elementary 

school in Edmonton that has an emphasis on Aboriginal 

culture. Mary was helping out at the school at the time of 

the story about finding ber new drum skin. Another example 

can be found in her stories about her involvement in Sacred 

Heart Church. Although Mary has now made a decision to keep 

her drum out of the church, she was at one time very active 

in promoting Cree traditions in the church. Her decision to 

keep her drum out of the church represents another kind of 

contribution t o  Aboriginal identity i n  that Mary is moving 

towards a type of spirituality that does not encompass any 

organized Christian or Western religious systexrt. 

The life stories of Metis women have much to Say about 

Canadian historv 
- - - - - - - - - 

Mary's life story presents us with an alternative account of 

Canadian history. She presents it from the perspective of a 

Canadian Aboriginal woman. Mary's stories about life in the 

residential school, her experiences with the child welfare 

system and it's workers and her recollections of her 

experiences as an adult i n  the Roman Catholic church al1 

tell the reader something about an Aboriginal woman's 

experiences with Western institutions, We learn that Mary 

did not receive fair, honest or respectful treatment £ r o m  

the  child welfare system. We find out that some Aboriginal 



children, including Mary, had very bad experiences in 

residential schools. Al1 of these stories tell us that 

there is a period in recent Canadian history that saw 

Aboriginal women mistreated by our institutions. Until 

quite recently such stories were not part of the written 

history of Canada. Stories such as Mary' s, compellingly 

told in the first person, are now appearing in social 

science literature, the arts and in newspapers and are 

changing the Canadian conception of history. Firs t person 

accounts, when written, are powerful conveyors of history to 

a literate Canadian audience- 

The Life Histories that are Done with Aboriqinal Women, are, 

at Times Lacking in Details about the Context in Wtiich the 

Information was Gathered 

Information about the length and location of interviews, 

editorial decisions such as what information was left out or 

k e p t  in, and who made those decisions, are not always found 

in the works that have been published. A n  example of this 

lack can be found in Linda Shorten's Without Reserve, an 

interesting collection of stories from Urban Aboriginal 

people living in Edmonton during the late 1980s. As 1 read 

it 1 wondered how Shorten found the people she worked with 

and how decisions about what was included and what w a s  not 

were made, In the work Mary and 1 did 1 have tried to 

include answers to questions like these. That is why the 



reader is told about my relationship t o  Mary, and how 1 came 

t o  do life history work with her. 

Aboriginal Women Tell Sacred Stories 

I n  h i s  work on Mabel Mackay, a Porno basket-weaoer, G r e g  

Sarris tells us that Mabel challenges the assumption that 

people can take information without having to account for  

it. Sarris writes that, 

The students were prepared to take notes and get 
a n s w e r s ,  but could they Say what those answers meant, 
as Mabel understood them and wanted them understood? 
H e r e  she interrupted the classic participant- 
observation method (Sarris 1993 : 18)  . 

In my work w i t h  Mary she told several sacred stories. When 

she spoke of her  drum and the eagle she was discussing what 

1 have considered in this thesis as a sacred text. 

A seventh oral history issue related to the biographical and 

historical work on Aboriginal woxnen is that h i s t o r i c  and 

social context are intrinsic to the stories told by the 

women. While writing about a story told by Mabel Mackay, 

Sarris points out how the stories open an h i s t o r i c  context: 

"The story opened ont0 a broader h i s t o r i c  context. T h e  
earlier stages of European civilization affected, 
directly and indirectly the lives of the women in the 
story and Mabelw (Sarris 1993:29) . 

The story to which Sarris refers is about a community 

divided by sold iers  moving people and some women were moved 

to one place and others t o  another so that people were 

separated. 1 chose this reference for a twofold purpose: 



It demonstrates the point that social and his tor ic  context 

are imbedded i n  the stories of Aboriginal women and although 

it is an example taken f r o m  American Indian experience but 

it speaks also about the Canadian Aboriginal woman's 

experience. 

Mary's story of having her children taken away provides an 

example of  the family being split apart by the powers of a 

Western institution. In Mary's story about losing her 

children, the social context is implied. For example, we 

learn that language was 

other Alloriginal women. 

to the court because 

translater and Mary did 

listened to, We learn 

a barrier 

Mary was 

the court 

not speak 

also that 

for Mary, and perhaps for 

unable to tell her story 

did not provide a C r e e  

English well enough t o  be 

Mary was not dealt with 

honestly by the child welfare worker, as Mary was told her 

children were going to a kids'  party and not  that they were 

being taken into goverment custody. 

Social and historic context are also apparent in  many of 

Mary's stories that are about Mary and her parents or Mary 

and her children are living more traditionally or more on 

the land. In these stories they are happy, fed, together 

and their basic needs are met. When Mary talks about her 

parents way of l i f e  she says: 

like Our family it was really poor w e  didnmt have 
enough money and things like that. But that's how my 
dad make our living, w i t h  trapping. In summer time 



they go fishing, thatls how they make money too. My 
mom used to do a lot of sewing and thatvs how she 
earned her mney for our schooling, clothing, things 
like that. We donVt hardly have any food at the house 
but we used to be happy. Like what we had in there a t  
home, we eat fish, we eat moosemeat and things like 
that, wild m e a t .  And we donlt hardly have anything but 
we were still happy the way we were brouqht up, you 
know, because we have a home (p.24). 

It is when Mary and her family have to deal with outsiders 

such as the nuns, the priesthood, the hospital staff ,  and 

the child welfare workers that Mary is led to unhappiness 

and reliance on outsiders and their systems. An example of 

the traational way of life being better for Mary than the 

ways of outsiders is her story about being attacked by the 

doqç. She tells us that "The nuns tried to fix my l i p s  but 

they couldnrt do anything. They couldnrt even sew it....The 

one that healed me is my auntie, 1' s grandmother healed my 

l i p s .  She was using some roots" (p. 28) . It was someone 

f r o m  Mary's own community who was able to look after Mary's 

N o t  only was Mary's family usually better able to  look after 

their own needs but Mary's stories a l s o  reflect the fact 

t h a t  Mary learned more when she was with her family than 

when she was with others. When Mary t a l k s  about her tirne in  

the convent or the group home she does not Say anything 

about learning things but when she talks about t h e  spent 

w i t h  her family she usually includes some reference to 



learning something. For example, when Mary speaks about 

staying with ber cousin's family, she rememberç " H e r  mom 

taught us how to work, do washing, haul water, iron 

clothes..." (p.24). When Mary spoke about her l i fe  with her 

parents she talked about the things she learned from th-: 

'1 used to go with my dad with the dog sled and he taught me 

how to set rabbit snares and how to shoot chickens. That's 

where 1 learn al1 these things" (p.23) In Mary' s stor ies  

about attending reside~tial school there are no references 

to learning things. 

Aboriginal Narrators Voices are Often Lost in  Biographical 

Accounts . 
A number of writers (Cruikshank 1994, Welsh 1991, Green 

1980, Alcoff 1991) address the issue of voice, as it relates 

to Aboriginal people and especially to Aboriginal women. 

Welsh writes that 

. . . the native oral tradition is also a form of 
discourse that has been ignored and often 

deliberately suppressed by the dominant society. The 
attempts to silence the native voice have had far- 
reaching consequences, not the least of  which has been 
the erosion of cultural identity among generations of 
native peoplew (Welsh 1991: 15) . 

Cruikshank points out that there is an increasing awareness 

...in Canada about the need t o  re-evaluate the history 
of  native-White relations, [although] it is clear that 
Aboriginal People's views of their own history rarely 
appears in academic literature (Cruikshank 1994:403). 

1 would l i k e  to  think that the work Mary L, and 1 have done 

so far  and the presentation of  it in my thesis will play a 



tiny part in rectifying the situation pointed out by 

Cruikshank. 



Chapter Five 

A n  Introduction to Mary Holdgrafer's Life 

This chapter of the thesis is designed to share the life 

history of Mary H. Once our interviews began it became clear 

that  the breast cancer chapter of Mary's life history would 

be very mucb the focus of our interviews. Bseast cancer 

became a focus of my thesis research because it was the 

topic of importance for Mary H. According to Degh, one can 

expect the unexpected i n  terms of modern life history 

content as, 

In modem =ban society specific narrational exchanges 
have been reported from occupational, religious , 
social, and political action support groups oriented 
toward particular goals. As byproducts of these 
associations, the most varied materials have been 
collected: conversion stories of new-born Christians ; 
birthing stories of expectant parents, narratives of 
consciousness-raising rap sessions of gays and 
lesbians, and of women; victims of crime and urban 
violence; therapeutic confessional products of people 
in interactional analysis (Degh 1985:105). 

Life history has been an appropriate method for working w i t h  

Mary H. There are two reasons for th i s :  Firstly, many of  

the stories about breast cancer and qui l t ing have to do w i t h  

Mary's sense of self as she saw it prior  to diagnosis. 

Secondly, Mary's stories focus on what Mary calls her 

"healing journey,= which has involved rediscovery of 

previously hidden aspects of  her self. Przybysz comments on 

the connections between quilting and concepts of the self: 

"guilt-making as practiced by some women in specif ic  



sociocultural and historical contexts seems to make possible 

new w a y s  of experiencing, thinking and speaking about the 

selfw (Przybysz 1993: 171) , L i f e  history has been w e l l -  

suited for this exploration because "Life stories express 

our sense of self; who w e  are and w e  got that way. They are 

also one very important m e a n s  by which w e  communicate this  

sense of se l f  and negotiate it w i t h  othersn (Linde 1993: 3 )  . 

Through the interview process Mary àiscovered that although 

she loved quilting, she stopped doing it for a period, in  

part, because of a lack of space in her h o m e  for her work. 

After interviewing Mary 1 found that w e  were both cusious to  

learn whether or not other women shared Maryrs experiences 

of breast cancer and quilting, W e  wondered i f  other women 

had similar or different experiences. Our questions led me 

to decide to try a focus group technique w i t h  other women 

who had an interest in breast cancer and quilting. A 

discussion of the focus groups appears in the next chapter. 

Mary was diagnosed w i t h  breast cancer i n  1990. The 

collection of data w i t h  Mary took place in January 1996. 

Three interviews of two to three hours each were conducted. 

The diagnosis, treatment, and subsequent life events were 

paramount in Mary's life history. As a result, most of the 

data 1 collected from Mary àeal w i t h  the portion of her life 

from 1990 to 1995. My concerns about the stories being 



mostly limited to this period were assuaged by Linde who 

writes that 

Obtaining the text of an entire life story would 
require tecording al1 the t a l k  ever produced by a given 
speaker. In principle this is possible, but both 
practically and ethically it is not. However, 
obtaining part of the life story is sufficient to 
indicate the nature of this open unit and the 
principles of its construction; so we do not need to 
be concerned with the entire volume of a lifetimets 
worth of talk, but only w i t h  a selection from it (Linde 
l993:Sl). 

S t  is difficult, however, to collect stories from a portion 

of a personrs life without reference being made to events 

further i n  the past. 1 begin Maryrs story with her 

recollection of how she became a quilter, which refers back 

to long before 1990. 

M - Wd the truth of the matter is h t  1 didnlt thhk Fd ever be allowed to sew 
because m y  mother d y  took a lot of pride in her work and she was sort of 
territorial abut it but when 1 was in high sch0011 was takîng Latin and I hated it 
[c- hmm] and so 1 signed up for Latin two and I hated it even more and sa one 
day 1 said to my mother that 1 wantied to change to sewing and would she let me 
do that and she said yes and so 1 regMemi in a sewing dass and it was sort of 
like walkùig ïnto a new world and 1 loved it And 1 was really good at it and sa 
subsequently in high school 1 took d of the home ec classes that were 06tered 
and then 1 went to Univ-iitp and majored in home economics. 

C- What Ends of forma1 training have you received? 

M- I have a degree in Home Economics and my emphasis was on child 
development and family life but in the pmgram 1 was in you had to take sewing 
classes and design ciasses and actudy painting and things lüce that too so that 
was m y  formal training and then as 1 became inberestd in qdting 1 read a lot 
and over the yeam have taken lots of quilting classes of various kinds, sorne fiom 
quite famous people. 



M- 1 guess, Pn teil you another stmy cause 1 redy iike telling you stories. [c- 
OK] The way 1 got ta be a @ber actudly was that when 1 was in gradnate 
school at the University of Kansas, 1 was in a group, on Monday nights we met 
for sewing. It was a graup of women and the d e  was that you had to have 
some kind of e e ~ m ~ - ~ r & c t  ta get in to the p u p  and you had to bring 
something with you wery tixne. But someümes we didn't sew at ail. Sometimes 
we talked and so aeanierr we drank wine and sometimes we mec€.  M y  &end 
who was my office mate was intieiestied m qdting and she was in&ted in 
q d t  history and she spent aJl of her spare time developing some kind of 
categoripng system for quilt bl& and so in the p u p  she said she wouid 
teach me how to quilt and I could kach her, like each person was supposeci to 
teach everyone eise what aieg were doing and 1 was doing needlep6int at the 
time, which 1 like cause iâs d y  fiddley and monotonous and it was gmat for 
me and 1 taught her and she said 'this is shit Fm never doing this again.' Cindv 
lauphs She taught me mting and 1 thought "this is wondemil what can 1 do 
that's harder?' So [c- hmm] I was hooked and h m  that time on 1 started 
studying on m y  own about @thg and aien when we came to Edmonton a 
q d t  store opened shortiy afDer we came here and 1 went in and got to lrnaw the 
owner and said 1 couid teach quilting. And so 1 did 1 taught handpiecing and 
handquilting for awhile in this store. 

C- OK, um, are #ere other people, artists who have influenaxi your work? 

M- There's na doubt that my mother and my grandmother influenced me 
treniendously in tems of @tg of workmanship and that kind of thing. M y  
mother was very very *tic, and a hstrated artist so - 1 think h m  her part 
of what 1 leamed was that arüsüc pUCGftits weren't very valuable [c- mm] and so 
1 didn't do as mudi with that as 1 mïght've earlier on because - what was 
important in m y  W y  was being smart [c-mm] and umm art didn't seem to be 
related to smart and in retrospect 1 now see that my mother was the smart one in 
the family and she was very creative but the system was set up so that what she 
did wasn't valued in the way that gaing Q school and getting degrees and that 
kind of Ming were valued. 

[January 2, 19961 

Mary spoke about quilting as an endeavor that  requires a l o t  

of personal space, both physical and temporal, in which t o  

w o r k .  Przybysz addresses the issue of space as it relates 

to the lives of quilters writing tha t  



It seems to me that many contemporary women are 
engaging in quilt making as a body praxis and 
participating in puilt related activities as a way of 
creating literal and psychic space for their selves to 
ciream their way out of culturally constructed and 
constricting ferninine roles (Przybysz 1993: 180). 

In the above passage f r o m  Mary she talks about the valuing 

of artistic pursuits, We found, through our discussion, that 

the amount of space that Mary allocates t o  qui l t ing  reflects 

how much value is being placed on her work by herself  and 

her family. After Mary moved to Edmonton with her husband 

and t w o  children she found herself w i t h  l i t t l e  space i n  

which to quilt. She tells a story that we cal1 "The Ping 

Pong T a b l e  Story." T h i s  story illuminates the space issue. 

C- OK, OK Um, Sbrting and Stopping hamng you startecl and stoppeci? Like, 
are there @ods where you didnt quilt at all? 

M- Mm hmm. Yes, one of my great sadnesses is, 1 guess, that 1 was very 
f d  on quilting as a hobby and saving as a hobby and beediing people and 1 
loved that and Pm reaIIy good at it and somewhere dong the Iine 1 got sa busy 
workïng and king a mom and being a wiie that I stopped doing that kind of 
stuff. The standard joke in our house used to be that we had this ping pong 
table for the boys but it was always covered with fabnc and then when we 
remodeled the basement we bDok out the pingpong Cable and shortly after that 1 
stopped sewing because there was no place for me. 1 didn't have a sewing room 
[c- mmm] so 1 wodd sew at the dining m m  table and 1 was forever having to 
put everythhg away. So I likally stopped and it was not until after 1 had breast 
cancer and Gary one day said uyou know 1 used to redy like it when you wodd 
sew down in the basement and 1 miss it that you donft do that" and it was sort of 
like, "Oh God 1 thought you didn't like that." Like he never said anything to 
make me think that he didn't Like ît  but somehow - 1 thought - that my work - 
- wasn't very valued and so 1 quit And as soon as he said that my sewing 
machine was out and 1 started doing stuff again 

M- yeah 



G So how man. yeam do you figure you w e  away h m  it? Like a decade? 

M - Teh 1 thmk it was, si& it wa9 about 1980, when we remodeleci the house 
and 1 went to work at tk Association for the Hearing Handicapped and 1 think I 
jist lost myself 

C How corne it was yout thmg that lost ifs space? 

M-Ifs cause 1 always give up my thhgi ThaYs, 1 mean thats one of those kart  
wrenching aw-. It is because 1 wodd go out of my way to make space 
for everybody else. 1 mean it wasn't that anybody ever said don% rnake room for 
your sewing, [cm] it was m y  inkpmtation of e v q b o d y  eisels needs king 
more important than my own ... Its goiag right badc to my mother who was so 
aeative, who did, 1 mean she was a tiernib1e ho- and she was a 
wonderful maker of things and fbr her it was sort of a passive agpssive kind of 
thing it was the one place w k  she could do what she wantied. As 1 say ütat it 
makes my father sound like some kind of ogre and thafs not the case at dl. 1 
dont think there are any villains here. Its just he had a view that the moaier 
looked after the childm and fook care of the house and didn't work outside the 
home and she bought it  [c- mm] And they worked together on that m d 4  and 
1 heard it and even though a l l  the time 1 was growing up I was being told that 1 
would go to University and 1 wodd have a career, thme was aùs subtext of the 
mother, sadces  and pub her husband and her chiIdren ahead of hemdf 

IJanuary Z 19%] 

In her book entitled The Fifties: A Womenrs Oral History, 

Brett Harvey collected a story very similar to the above 

story t o ld  by Mary. The following passage is frorn Harvey's 

interview with Julia Hannon: 



nI felt  very happy i f  everybody was happy: i f  I'd had a 
good dinner, and the children w e r e  scrubbed and happy 
and doing w e l l  i n  school and their clothes w e r e  clean 
and 1 was looking good when it al1 came together- that 
was pleasing, that w a s  good. It was bes t  when a l 1  
these good things were happening for everyone and 1 was 
managing itou Ju l i a ' s  choice was not without i trs  
cos ts ,  however, She had willingly s e t  aside her love 
of painting, and as w e  t a l k  a more complicated 
picture emerges... "1 never r e a l l y  abandoned art, 
you know. Of course, 1 never had a s tudio and 1 could 
never have worked while the kids w e r e  underfoot anyway. 
1% a terrible night owl- 1 corne alive about nine 
orc lock a t  night, 1 would g e t  out  my materials and 
paint on the dining room t ab l en  (Harvey 1994 : 122) 

Mary's move to the dining room table hesalded the  beginning 

of a decade of no qui l t ing.  Those t en  years were a t h e  

when she did other things: she concentrated on being a wife, 

a mother, and on her career . A t  the end of t en  years Mary 

was diagnosed with breast  cancer but this was st i l l  not 

qui te  the impetus to return t o  quilting. It was not until 

one year a f t e r  Mary's bout w i t h  cancer, when her husband was 

diagnosed with cancer t h a t  Mary decided to make some changes 

i n  her l i fe.  One of the biggest changes she made was t o  

cu l t i va t e  things t h a t  were her own and hers only, things 

tha t  had nothing t o  do with being a wife o r  a mother o r  a 

worker. O n e  of these things was qui l t ing .  Mary spoke t o  me 

about the return to quil t ing,  

c- mmm, so it's Lüce u m  really important that your getting to put that first [m- 
mm hmm] right now over and above working or housekeepïng [me mm hmm] 
or grocery shopping [m- mm hmm] or anything Like that 

m- it is, and it is my work now, 1 go to work everyday 



c OK Ço you were disrgnosed wiai breast cancer [m- mmhnw] um how, when 
did you pi& up the neede and the thread? 

m- Sometime after I had surgery and, and it rnay have been after Gary was 
d i a g n d  with oancer [cois it a haze, kind of ? ] yeah , yeah. Because that all sort 
of meib togetlier, tnat tirne, that fifken month period is ail mushed or two year 
period 1 guess it wodd be. Iwes diagnosed with breast cancer in June 1990 and 
Gary was d i a g n d  with colon cancer in -ber of 1991. 

m- And then in the nunmer of 1992 we went to Pittsburgh on sabbatid [c- 
mmm] and 1 used that time to take classes and learn so I upgraded m y  sk* in 
that tirne. But somefime in that illness period Gary said You know 1 redy miss 
that you did that! and it was sort of iike 'Oh my God, you know 1 could be doing 
this agaid It was just kmd of an immediate swïtch and 1 starbed taking classes 
here actually and started making things and 1 just felt thïs burst of energy when 1 
was doing that 

c- Do you think its coincidentid that you almost Iike had to go away to make 
space and then you came badc and made a space? 

m- That's right that!s rïght because when I started sewhg hese More we went 
tD Pittsburgh I was sewing on the duruig m m  taMe again. So 1 was sewing 
More we left but it was on the dining mom table and 1 starteci a q 3 t  that Tve 
never yet finished that Fm gohg to finish this winter that's called W s  wedding 
q d t  and so I didnlt have finish it cause Iiz wasn't getting rnarried laufiter 
but now L want to get it finished because my slcills have so far exceeded that 
project [coh yeah] and she still waats it so I want it to be finished for her [c- 
yeah] but it's not anything 1 wodd do now [c- oh] which is an in-ting thhg 
[c-yeah] but it was what 1 needed to do to get myself badc [c- going] in yeah 

IJanuary 2,1=1 

The information 1 have shown so far from Mary's l i f e  has 

dealt only with her quilting history.  Some of t h e  themes 

t h a t  arose in the first  passages 1 have so far shared are: 

communication, identity, changes in p r i o r i t i e s ,  and the 

importance of a woman's personal space. A large par t  of my 



discussions with Mary dealt with her experiences with breast 

cancer; and these are found in the next stories. 

In their book Lives: Chinese Working Women Sheridan and 
- - 

Salaff explain that they wanted their readers ".. .to learn 
that their own problems are rarely persona1 and instead 

result f r o m  social structures. Such problems can be 

overcome only by means of social transformationw (Sheridan & 

Salaff 1984:ZO) . 1 have found that while uadergoing 

diagnosis and treatment for breast cancer are personal 

processes, the processes occur within the context of certain 

shared social structures- the systems of western medicine, 

Aithough Mary was satisfied with the level of care she 

received and with the quality of her medical treatment, her 

stories contained descriptions of dehumanization, loss of 

identity, paternalism, and a lack of interpersonal 

communication between Mary and her doctor and/or Mary and 

the nurses. 

The first example of a story about a paternalistic 

experience cornes from Maryrs diagnosis experience. Mary 

found the lump in her breast herself and she felt something 

was wrong. In other words she had intuitive knowledge about 

her own body's condition which it took the medical system 

four years to confirme This is the story in Mary's words: 

M - 1 found a lump in my breast in March of 19û6. W e  were üving in North 
Carolina at the time. The doctor said that we should do a biopsy. The biopsy 



was~cegatEveandwbenIcamebedrheRafteroptsabbatirralIwenttaseemy 
M y  dodor and he said 'oh no ddt wony about it, ifs no*. 1 asked to be 
refeaedboTheBmWbandorirWyphysiaaasaidhep-ta send 
metD~faendhethioughtwas.tbeWpenio~~fotbresstcanoerintbeüty- 1 
saidmIdon!twanttoseeamaa,IwankdliD go ta theBmastcentreùecauseitk all 
womenwsohesaid~eUok.adletmedothat Myexpe.rïencetberewas 
achially iaidy negative. The woman who dl i shed  tne k t  Eentre was 1 
think a wonderful, well-intientioned woman but she also was a d o t  and so she 
badgered people and cri- if tbey didnt do breast self-.eYamination "the 
right wayw. I bld her 1 was &y coacenred about this lump in my  breast and 
she gave me quite a long lecture about how 1 was a hppochondnac. 1 went away 
from there conanuùg to be c o u  about this bat trying to hear that 1 was 
over-reacüns I was young and 1 knew I didnrt have to have mammogcaphy 
everg year and so 1 didn't go back 1 diddt do a n .  untü 1990 when 1 
noticed a change in the lump. At that time I phaned the breast centre and 1 
waited three months for an appointment Again Fm saying b myself aU dong 
"you're a hypochondriac, ttris b pfobably no* this is no big deal, don't 
worry about F. On June 15th 1990 1 went birdt to the breast centre and I saw a 
cliffixent docbor and she was quite 10veI.y. The sehip thae is aiat you dodt leave 
there imtil ttrey've read the naammogram and they can teII you on the spot h t  
you're ok Thatts one of the wondedid t h g s  about the breast c e n k  The bad 
thllrg isthatyou haveto sitinthislittlepaper shirtfor as long asit takes for 
them in do that so I sat and 1 d a .magazine arëde and I d another 
magazine article and at one point I tfiought "gee this is talàng a long time." 
People were comiag and gohg but 1 wasdt at dl concemeci because Fd 
convinceci myself that I was a hypochDndriac and there was nothing to be 
concerned about So Dr. W. came herself ta find me and rd actually gone to 
sleep. She woke me up and said corne back to m y  office and she dosed the door 
and w e  sat down and she looked at me and she said 1 don% biow any easy way 
to say thïs, 'Yori have breast cancer' 

uanua~y 7,19%1 

Mary made a quilt called wFracturedw (Figure 1) to depict 

the events in the story of her diagnosis. Mary described 

the emotions t h a t  are portrayed in "Fractured," as 

1 have an image of myself breaking i n t o  a million 
pieces upon hearing of my diagnosis. 1 quickly  pulled 
myself together as best 1 could in a mistaken effort to 
be strongws (Holdgrafer 1995) . 

5 ~ h e  description of emotions that are repreoented in the quilt and the 
descriptions of quilts that follow in the rest of this chapter are taken f r o m  



a booklet that contalns Fary' s descriptions of 'ULurteen quFlts, x t~ch ,  toqethf z 
naKe up a show entitled "My Healinq Journey". A t  tins trme, the qullts are no 
longer all together as rndividual pieces have been sola. 



Mary shared a second story f r o m  her  breast cancer 

experiences. This story  is a particularly disturbing 

account of dehumanization, at one point in the story Mary 

says "1 was not a persorP This is her story: 

One t h e  1 had to go for xrays. 1 went into Me >cray m m  and the woman said, 
"take off your dothes you don't even have to take off your shoes just take off 
your dothes.' So 1 took off my dothes. It was wïnter and 1 was wearing hi& 
b t s  which 1 Ieft on. Then she caw in and said, 'this is not working pull d o m  
your slip and your panties and your panf hose' 1 said "ah well ah, ah" and she 
said? Wo come on iîs ok itU just take a minukW and she just went whoosh and 
puUed my dothes d o m  She did, She did this to me and I kept thiniâng 1 could 
have taken off my boots 1 could have taken off m y  boots. It was just such an 
invasion And then she said 'ok thafs iP, and it was over, it was that fast 1 was 
not a person. In fhat moment. I was nota person. 

[Ja.nuq 7,199q 

Mary made two  quilts called "Another In a Million 1" (Figure 

2) and "Another In a Million IIw (Figure 3). These qu i l t s  

depict several of Mary's s t o r i e s  and experiences . T h e  

previous story i n  which Mary says *I was not a personw is 

one example, The "Another I n  A Millionw quilts also 

describe a loss of identity. Mary described the feelings 

she has portrayed i n  the quilts, 

In general, the medical care 1 received was excellent: 
however, 1 was painfully aware 1 was one of a throng of 
patients. 1 often f e l t  anonymous - not only 
breastless, but faceless t o  boot! (Holdgrafer 1995) 





Figure 3 

"-hcther Ln A Nillion TI" 



The "Another In a Milliona quilts depict floors littered 

w i t h  the breasts that have been removed from cancer 

survivors. This perception and depiction of the removed 

breasts as litter or refuse is something that also occurs in 

the breast cancer quilts made by others. In an art ic le  

titled =The Mastectomy Quilt: A Statement of Strengthw 

Theresa Walla describes 'The Mastectomy Quiltn made by 

Suzanne Marshall. In Marshall's quilt one sees 

. . .her entering the picture, having a manunogram and 
f inding out she has cancer, As she undergoes surgery, 
disembodied and dispassionate heads, wielding knives, 
float above her, and her vinyl breasts end up in a 
trash can. The stitched-up sorrowful figure then 
confronts a doctor who is trying to urge a 'normal' 
shape on her, via more surgery or prostheses. Finally, 
the def iantly flat-chested figure waltzes off amid 
f lowers and music. (Walla 1996: 26) 

Both Marshall and Mary show the removed breasts as refuse. 

A second similarity is that in Marshallts quilt, the woman 

walks away defiantly, and in the next piece of transcript 

f r o m  Mary, she describes the women in her 'Another In A 

Million" quilts as defiant .  Both artists depict women 

moving away £rom the breast cancer experience stronger than 

when they came into it. 

The "Another In A Millionw quilts speak volumes about Mary's 

l i f e  experiences. Mary described to me how these 

experiences are reflected: 



M - So the other ones that I was thiiir<nig about or the o t k r  one was the one with 
the M e  fi- I ended up malong twa of those for the show because 1 
thought that 1 had ruineci one and it wasn't going to be perfect enough b be in 
the show, keepmg with the theme- 1 had stnispied and struggied and struggled 
with that 1 could see it in my mïnd and 1 couldnt make it They were the last 
two that 1 finished. There's a lot of emoüon wrapped up in those quilts about 
how people in the medical 8yskm beat patients - and - 1-1 generally am 
unaware of behg real hostile about - my caie - and since we've been Çalking, 
you and & for this, Tve become more and more aware of thingp I didnvt ev& 
know I was holding, carrying amund- L the pieces 1 think some of the fiüngs 
that axe important are that there ïs some humor in them and 1 think they're 
pretty twisted but I love them because t h e ' s  the prson who - who is sort of 
waiking down this hdway exposeci and by the aIt of her head she seems to be a 
lïffle bit defiant and I like the face that you can't t d  whether its one person or 
two because of the way the shadows went and and so there's a blurring of 
individriality in that and then aiere's tliis field of sort of unformeci figures each 
with at least one missing heast They're M e s s  and they're Iniing the walls and 
they sort of sean to me like u m  endless Iond of Iike they go on forever and and 
they're kind of passive. [c- mm hmm] 1 think that that!s how the medical 
system likes  ou to be when you're a patient, they want b W you whafs good 
for you and they want you to be passive. But then theregs the the Boor thatk 
liaiered with breasb Cindv and Marv lau& despite the serioumess of the topic 
Well what do you do with those thingp? 

I J ~ ~ U -  25,19%1 

The above passage from Mary tells us that her experience as 

a breast cancer patient was rather impersonal in that she 

f e l t  that she was simply anather persan going through the 

medical system. Something else in this passage t h a t  i s  

interesting is Mary's comment that she is "generally unaware 

of being real h o s t i l e  ... and s ince  we've been talking ... I tve 

become more and more aware of things 1 dicint t even know 1 

w a s  holding, carrying around. " It was important f o r  m e  as a 

person gathering l i f e  h i s t o r i e s  t o  hear t h i s  from Mary. 1 

i n t e r p r e t e d  her comments t o  mean that she w a s  able t o  

further explore her experience through t h e  process of 

t e l l i n g  it t o  me. Greg Sarris wrote about the l i f e  of Mabel 



Mackay, a Porno basket-maker , Mabel describes this process 

t h a t  occurs between the teller and the l i s tener ,  

"Mabel is saying: Remember that when you hear and t e l l  
my s to r i e s  there is more to m e  and you that is the 
çtory, You dong t know everything about m e  and 1 dont t 
know everything about you, O u r  knowing is limited. 
L e t  our words show us as much so w e  can learn together 
about one another, Let us te l l  s t o r i e s  t ha t  help i n  
this, Let us keep learning (Sarris 1993: 46) , 

Mabel's advice describes what was going on between Mary and 

me. W e  were leaming from one another not j u s t  about each 

other  but about things within ourselves. Through t e l l i ng  me 

her s t o r i e s  Mary discovered more meanings and feelings than 

she had previously associated with her s to r ies .  

Jayne Willouby Scott wrote about her quilt %espect 

me?. . .Respect me net?" i n  a l e t t e r  t o  Mary. Jayne has 

addressed the issue of body image i n  her quilt. She writes 

tha t  

My q u i l t  visually re f lec t s  my feel ings of helplessness 
and anger around the politics of breast cancer. The 
title and symbolism suggest feelings of loss of control 
over the self. The petals  of the  flower are breasts, 
ready for  plucking as the doctors see f i t .  The plastic 
stuffed pe ta ldbreas t s  symbolize women's need for 
maintaining perfect breasts, of ten a t  great  cost 

(Persona1 Communique) 

While it is a need of some women t o  maintain a perfect body 

o r  a t  l e a s t  t o  attempt th is ,  w e  can see from a story to ld  by 

Mary Holdgrafer tha t  it is not always the wornan's need t o  

maintain the perfect breast; i n  Mary's s tory  about body 

image, it i s  not Mary tha t  is concerned w i t h  the aesthetic 

beauty of her breast, it i s  her surgeon. T h e  example cornes 



f r o m  Mary's diagnosis experience. M a r y  and 1 suspect t h a t  

one reason for the four year delay in àiagnosis had to do 

with the original surgeonts concern for preserving the 

appearance of the breast, While this may be a concern for 

some women,  to Mary, her heal th and her l i f e  mattered m o r e  

than the way her breast looked. Her story: 

When the surgeon did the first biopsy 1 think he was convinceci there was 
nothhg th- This is another man thing. The Iump was at the o u M e  of my 
breast Instead of making a direct inasion which wodd leave a small scar he 
made an incision amund the auriieola and then lifteci the skin to get in tb where 
the lump was so that the scar wouid be right at the edge so you wouldn't see i t  
If he'd asked me 1 wdd've said 'why don't you get nght to it?' T h e  was an 
asswnption that how my breast lookd wodd be more important than finding 
out about m y  health. 1 thhk that's ofkn what happens in Iife that b u s e  this is 
important to me itll be important to you 

[Jan-ry 7,19961 

Mary made a quilt t h a t  describes her feelings about losing 

parts of her body. The q u i l t  is called nChaos In 

Containment" (Figure 4) and Mary's description of the 

feelings that are depicted in the q u i l t  demonstrate that 

although she grieved over the loss of her breast, it was her 

l i f e  t h a t  she was the most concerned about losing. This is 

Mary' s description: 

As 1 began chemotherapy treatments, 1 was determined to 
carry on with dignity, bu t  when 1 lost my h a i r  1 felt 
panic. 1 wailed in grief at losing my breast, my hair, 
and perhaps, my life ( H o l d g r a f e r  1995) . 



Figure 4 

"Chaos I n  Containment" 



A theme that recuilred in al1 of the interviews with Mary was 

' the supernoman. P r i o r  to her diagnosis of breast cancer 

Mary was rapidly moving ahead in her chosen career of public 

school administration, At the same time she was a wife and 

mother, Throughout her breast cancer treatments Mary worked 

hard at  presenting an image of  w e l l - b e i n g .  Mary described 

to me w h a t  it w a s  like being the 'Super Sick Person,' 

Iwas~fefocusedonmy~whenIwasdiagndandIthinkIwasfeally 
unhappy in my job but I Eked it a lot and 1 was reaily g d  at it and I liked 
king told that 1 liked it even though it was making me c m q  You know, 1 liked 
king told 1 was good at it and 1 was quite investied in that rve always worked 
very very hard in any job I!ve had and often if 1 left a job 1 was replaced by two 
peopIe and my view was that aiat was somehow a mark of what a good worker 1 
was that it twk two people to replace me. 1 now think that it was a sickness that 
I would give myself away so much that M do twice as much work as 0th- 
people. But I didn't know that then so when I was bist diagnosed with k t  
cancer I uh 1 was heavily investeci in having people see aiat 1 was go= be ok 
and that I c d d  take care of myself. I continueci in woik even when 1 was 
having chemotherapy and 1 was really really si& during thaL time but 1 tried not 
to tell people 1 was sick because 1 wanted to be seen to be well [c-mm h m . ]  and 
and 1 thought any sign of weakness w d d  be inappropriate and 80 thds what 1 
did- When 1 got si& Gary was *te definite that he wantd to be there and he 
wanted me to take the t h e  1 needed and he was gonna be a good support and 
he was that However what 1 had in m y  head was that 1 was gonna be the super 
"Ckperson. 

IJanuq 7,19961 

Mary made a quilt that depicts this view of herself as the 

'super sick person, ' it i s  called 'Holding It Togetherw 

(Figure 5 ) .  Mary wrote the following to describe the piece: 

People often commented on bow well 1 looked and acted 
as a I continued chemotherapy treatments. 1 wanted to 
be seen doing well. In fact, I was sick and lonely and 
fearful. 1 felt l i k e  1 was suffocating (Holdgrafer 
1995). 



Figure 5 

"Holding It Together" 



Mary's discovery of herself as a rsuperwoman' and her 

beliefs about the 'superr syndrome and i t s  relation to her 

illness have led her to make changes to her self and the w a y  

she lives her life. She calls the process her 'journeyr and 

she described some of that journey to me: 

Lïke 1 worked M a y  and yesteday on a quilt block far a round robin p w  for 
the quüt store and at the end of two days of work the block is not satisfacfory to 
me [c-mm] 1 need to go back and do somethllig tnats what 1 do. [c- mm h m ]  
And thafs a good lesson for me that you know I was tryïng to fit and do 
something smart [c- mm hmm] and it wasnlt the right thing to do. So Fm 
leaming about my style and thafs part of the iariniey [c- h m ]  is to leam aiat 
although h e  tned to fit myself in to the standard mold to king the aie good 
wifè, the gocxi mother, the good teacber, the g d  worker, the good, good, 
good, good, good [c- mmmm] R d y  what 1 need to be dohg is finding out 
what my style is and pmcüce aiat[c- mm hmm]. And so 1 hilre great delight in 
in saying 1 should be making something other than standard quilt bI& 1 
should be w e a ~ g  something other than standard dothes you know 1 love it that 
1 have the freedom to Wear kind of wonky clothes and tnat 1 could Wear a SUC 
coat and m y  doc marfins [c- mm hmm] at m y  opening [c- nmi hhmm] 1 reaüiUe 
that aiat's not that outrapus [ c- bat for you] but for me it is. 

ITanu- 7,19%] 

In the above passage Mary discusses the fact that she has 

made corne changes to the way that she presents herself to 

others . As she is less 'super* she has more freedom. 

Przybysz has commented on the ways that quilters visually 

present themselves, "The many different approaches to the 

presentation of self through clothing used by quilters again 

suggested the multiplicity of pleasures women experience and 

enact at quilting events (Przybysz 1993:177)i Mary also 

spoke to me about how the discovery of the 'super1 part of 

herself led to further discoveries about her 'not so super 

self1 which she directly relates to her creative abilities. 



M - One of the things that 6ihp wifh ttris theme of me beïng the super si& penran 
and the super caregiver and alI that ïs that in being that super person then 1 
denied aIl khds of things about myself aiat are not super [cd mm hmm] and so 
as Fm more wilüng to look at that, so the shadow side of myself, the things that 1 
haven't b e n  willnlg to look at m the past The moxe Fm willing to look at th& 
the more amitive 1 home. My theory is as 1 d e  parts of myself and Fm 
unwilling to acknowledge parts of m y d  t h  eveything geb stifled [c- mm, 
ok] so as 1 sa.. well, you know this is who 1 am, 1 am not always a nice person, 
Fm not mxemm3.y good hukd, sometimes Fm a slob, sometimes Fm evil [c- 
mm hmm] and in letting that be poscrible wen 1 think that frees up other SM in 
me that 1 call creative. 

Danuary 7,19%] 

Mary found that when she did not behave as the super sick 

person' she faced judgentents from the medical community 

about her behavior. One of Mary's stories is about an 

instance in which Mary let her frustration and despair show 

and the subsequent negative reaction of a nurse. 

M- There are two 0 t h  things that happened there that 1 remember, thre other 
things. One was, at the end of chemotherapy when 1 weat for my last tteatment 
one of the tieachers h m  Waverly came and met me and brought me flowers and 
said 1 think you should celebrabe this day. Then they came and told me that 1 
coddn't have the treatment because my blood count was tw low and 1 burst inb 
tears, [c- oh] sitting in the hall, and the nurse who had seen me everytime Fd 
corne in [c- mm hmm] patted me on the shoulder and said "you've done so w d  - 
until now " 

C - Oh my [m- and then she walked away] Meaning, you lost it, [m-yeah yeah 
that's right] your not the good iiüle saldier [m- thaYs right] 



M - And that's exacdy what 1 wes. was a good mldier. And the people that got 
d y  g d a i ~ w e r e t k o a e s t b a t w e ~ ~ c a a e s f m m t b e b e g i n n ù i g .  But 
since 1 wasn't a beslretcase *the beghing and M been a good so1dier and 
then 1 last it then 80tlghi0w 1 should be pinished fot that [c- mm hmm] And 
she was OIE of aie people wha bed been conrrtant through m y  and 1 
quitelikedkandandf aiinksbelikedw esfatas.itwentbutIsaw her ayear 
later and she didntt sa thpt again made me r d k  that you know at 
the the. Yes she mcognhd me when she sstw m y  file, and sbe'd seen me on a 
regular basis, biit 1 was just a n o k  patient 

D-ua~y 7,19961 

Mary made a quilt that shows this process of discovering the 

parts of her self that are not 'super. ' The quilt is 

"Layers and Chainsw (Figure 6). The following is Mary's 

description of the quilt: 

1 once prided myself in conforming to professional and 
social standards. Now 1 appreciate how little interest 
1 have in  being l i k e  others and how often 1 continue to 
stop myself from being who 1 am (Holdgrafer 19951 . 



Fiqure 6 

" L a y e r s  and Chains" 



Rediscovery is a theme in Mary's stories. Many of Mary's 

stories speak about her breast cancer experiences as 

empowering. The following is a story  told by Mary that 

tells how she put into practice some of the techniques she 

taught herself fo r  dealing with the medical community, 

M - ... t h e  was another day when 1 stood up for myselt 1t was just before we 
went to Pittsburgh and 1 had to have one more gst They said ifII be six weeks 
and 1 said "we're leaving in the weeks, 1 just told you that" So the nurse came 
back and said "ok in you h o w  Iike two weeks and six and a half days you can 
have this tesr and 1 said, "no that!s not good enough 1 want the resuits before I 
leave," and she said "well it pbably  doedt maüer." 1 said "1 WANT THE 
RESULTS BEFORE 1 LEAVE, THE B NOT GOOD ENOUGE' So she said, "sit 
out in the hall and FU see what 1 c m  do." Çhe came back and she said really that 
time in two and W weeks is the ody t h e  we have and at that moment 1 grew 
about fouiteen feet 1 codd feel myself just going whistie mund [C- were you by 
y o d ]  Na Gary was with me and he was sort of agûmst the wail and I was 
gettin bigger and bigger and 1 said "1 NEED TO HAVE THAT TESï BIAH 
BLAH BLAH BIAH." 1 was really fhn. And so she sort of lwked at me like 
weil geez Lady and she went away and she said, 'weli i€ you can wait for an 
hour you can bave the test May." Then 1 was really mad [C-yeah] 1 said Why 
the h d  did you make me go through all of that when 1 codd have had the test 
M a y  in the h t  place?" Wd, we tisaaily Save those spwes for emergencies," 1 
said "CONSIDER ïï AN EMERGENCYon So 1 got b have the test that day and 1 
said to the beduiician "Are you mïssing your lunch to do this?" and she said, "oh 
no 1 had my Iunch, no problem," and so 1 told her what had happened and she 
said, 'we always resene a ce- number of slots for emergencies but you can 
always get in in a hurry if you need to." So I guess 1 have some real resentment 
that you have to go through that when 1 guess, 1 was thinking about-6 how 
reasonable I aa 1 get reasonable and then I get mad b u s e  king reasonable 
su&. [C - mm hmm] 1 mean I have a basic belief that if everyone were 
reasonable [c- mm hm.]  that the world would operak pretty wd and you 
h o w  everything would be ok. But in fact sometimes king reasonable is not the 
thùig you need to do so then you get punished for being reasonable or at least 
thats been my expience but in this case 1 did get what 1 wanted [C- yeah] and 
we certainly learned kom Uiis so that when Gary went through ail of this w e  
were much betber prepared? 

IJanuq 7,199q 

Three dashes indiçate a short  pause. 
Mary's husband undenent treatmuit for cancer after Mary and is now in very 

good health. 



There is a quilt called wRediscoveryu ( F i g u r e  7 )  tha t  shows 

the theme of empowerment. M a r y  described wRediscoveryw like 

t h i s  : 

1 am in the process of rediscovering myself. In the 
past, 1 spent my energy and passion in working to 
please others. As 1 become more centered, 1 realize 
that 1 can work to please myselfu (Holdgrafer 1995) . 



Figure 7 

"Rediscoveryn 



Mary and 1 talked about why one would gather a life history 

and why one would tell a life history, One reason Mary had 

for  speaking to me about her breast cancer and quilting 

experiences was that when she was diagnosed with cancer 

there was a time that she sought o u t  the experiences of 

other women who had survived breast cancer. The written 

experiences of others w e r e  d i f  f icult to find. The types of 

information Mary found were medical texts, j oumal articles , 
and other factual information that told her about the 

disease but not about how people dealt w i t h  it, how they 

felt, and how they survived, 

m- hm- Wd, at the t h e  1 learned d the detaiis. 1 leamed about the variety of 
kinds of bmast cancer becawe breast cancer is not just a single illness, 1 leamed 
aU the types and all the stages and all the ûeataent options. 1 gathered 
consumer information and ail t o w d  the end of making a good decision about 
my own trieatment I got ail the best books that 1 codd find. Gary and 1 went 
back and met with Dr. W again, we asked her almut questiom that we shodd 
ask the surgeon. It wasn't untiI later aiat 1 staited finding out anything about 
anybody's -e~penence with breast cancer, so what 1 got was the dinical 
information, the science. 

uanuafy 7f19%] 

In Mary's search for stories about the experiences of other 

breast cancer survivors, she did not at  first realize the 

importance she placed on this type of information u n t i l  we 

were involved i n  the life h i s to ry  process. T h i s  is a second 

reason fo r  telling a life: t e l l i n g  the l i f e  may help the 

teller to remember o r  t o  rediscover. 

M- ... 1 really was reaching out and 1 wanfed to h o w  her mother's experience 
through her and 1 didn't fed like 1 could c d  her so what 1 said before isn't isn't 



redy, its not that iis not true [C- no] that 1 have a memory now of samething [c- 
of wanting to know [M- yeah] even though you didn't know it at the time] yeah 
or that 1 didn't know it a few minutes ago. [C- yeah] 1 dont know, 1 think 
so rneümes that 1 Mt iike 1 didn't really have any in€brmation I know one of my 
continuing cornplaints was wanüng ta taIk to sowbody who'd gone tbugh 
this bat in fact 1 bilCred at Iength to Gail and 1 did taik C her mom. She continues 
to be really important in my liZe becaoge here she is 30 x years after the fact and 
she's healthy and aüve [C- y&] and she had a very aggzmsive cancer and she's 
done wefl you know. She's üved wen so she's important to me 

7,19%1 

In this chapter 1 have presented some of the stories that 

Mary shared with m e .  These stories were shared in response 

to my direct questions. Much of the content in this chapter 

has been about Mary's quilting and breast cancer 

experiences. In the next chapter about Mary H., 1 present 

stories which were not elicited by me in any way other than 

my very presence as a listener. 



Chapter Six 

"The Healing Was In The Makingw 

My work w i t h  Mary H. was a collaboration as it is defined by 

Sally C o l e :  

Reflexive ethnography involves the ' other ' as an 
integral part of the definit ion of  research problems, 
the representation of historical  contexts, and 
production and interpretation of texts (1992 : 125) . 

One thing that demonstrates the collaborative nature of my 

work with Mary was that at my second interview with Mary she 

came prepared with a list of topics she wanted to  discuss. 

About halfway through our series of interviews, on page 

eighteen of the thirty page transcript of our interviews, we 

made the transition from my list of questions and discussion 

points to Mary's list. 

C- ... Ok leth go to your SM now 
M- O& are you sure? 
C That was the bulk of mine, yeah 

Mary's list of discussion points was probably the most 

important part of our work together. The l is t  was 

revelatory to me of several things. First, the points on 

Mary's list indicate the topics that are important to Mary. 

The list was generated by her, it contained points that she 

wanted to discuss, not points that 1 asked about. The list 

gave m e  a l i t t l e  information about Maryr s thought processes 

as this was a list that she prepared over a f e w  days after 

our first interview together, 



The following are excerpts from the discussion Mary and 1 

had which was generated from her list of  topics. 1 have 

inserted my own comments after each discussion point to 

provide contextual information for the reader. Al1 of the 

points from Mary's list are from our January 7, 1996 

interview. 

This is the first point from Mary's list: 

1. M - One of the things 1 was thinking about was bw did 1 make the 
change h m  traditional quiitmg and b&g intemdd in qtiilt histoy to doing 
non-traditional and artquilts and why is it h t  Pm so dtiven to do art quilts and 
what keeps caüing me back to traditional dûngs? 

This is a question Mary is asking in light of our 
conversations. What 1 hear Mary saying in this question is 
that the reasons for making traditional quilts are different 
from the impetus for making art quilts and that she is drawn 
to working on both types. 

2. M - 1 guess we haven't d y  taked very much about how my qdts  got 
made for the show from this experience [c- no] sa theipII be more to do about 
that 

In the second point Mary i s  talking about her show of 
quilts. This was a display of thirteen quilts which took 
place at Mkasi Salon in Edmonton C e n t r e s  from November 19 to 
December 30, 1995. The show was opened with a celebration 
which was attended by family, friends and strangers. 
Following this show the quilts were moved to the University 
of Aiberta for a second showing i n  the Home Economics 
building. The pieces have recently moved to various venues- 
Some of the pieces went to the Glenbow Museum i n  Calgary to 
be show as part of the "Healing Legacies" art show2 Other 
pieces are currently on display at  the Misericordia Hospital 
in Edmonton as part o f  their satellite exhibit of the 
"Healing Legacies" show. 

'A shopping Centre in downtown Edmonton. 
T h i s  is an international exhibit dedicated to the oubject of breast cancer. 



3. M - 1 have this note about spirit voie and does everyone have it and 
thùiking about how Mabel M;ackay as a d d  knew, she had a single purpose in 
her life, b be the the and and 1 haven't go- fPT emough in the book to 
know if she ever got sidetracked, it doesn't seem that she did. [c- no 1 don't 
think she ever does] And m then 1 was trying lb say 1 believe that 1 have a spirit 
voice and 1 believe that 1 have been sidetrachi so that mmeümes 1 can't hear it 
or haven't heard it but Fm not a dmmmr. [c- mmm] Fm not a healer and so I 
was m g  to say what 1 am and the words that keep co&g to me is that 1 see 
and 1 know. 

Mary is referring to the book Weavinq The Dream by Greg 
Sarris (1994) . This book is about the life history of Mabel 
Mackay, a Porno basket weaver. After my first interview with 
Mary 1 loaned the book to Mary. 1 thought she might enjoy 
it because Mabel is a basket weaver whose designs corne to 
her from a spir i t  voice. Mary was prompted by Mabel's story 
to try to describe to me her own ways of knowing. This is 
what she means when she says "1 seem and "1 know," these 
are her ways of knowing how she will make her art quilts and 
what designs she will use. 

I t  was while we were having the discussion generated by 
Mary's l ist  that 1 found out how the quilts are created. 
One thing that happens i n  Mary's creative process is the 
seeing that she begins to discuss in point number three. 
Mary told the following story about a particular quilt she 
struggled with for a long time until she kind of let herself 
listen to the quilt. 

M- ... one of the thuigs that 1 discovered as Fve becorne more easy with thïs is that 
sometimg 1 had to just wait So you know the q 3 t  that 1 cut in two? Weli I'd 
get it out day a f b  day get it out, rd lay it out, rd look at at it an Fd talk to it 
even and say '1 don't, you know, there's more here an 1 don't know what it is, 1 
can't tell what it is. 1 d t  teli what Fm suppased to do here but this is not 
finished, there's more here, 1 like you.' And that was one of the things thab this 
sounds weird, but 1 kept saying to the quilt over and over again '1 Like you, show 
m e  what I'm supposed to do hem' and then one day the quilt said, "cut me a p d  
[c- ooh] and without, like 1 didnlt hesitate. 1 pidGed up the scissors and 1 did it 
and then 1 didn't know what to do and so 1 had to wait some more but by that 
time it was ok It was like Fd learned this iesson 

4. M - Ok allright so 1 mentioned about people at my show that cried and 
were touched with my work and so 1 have a note here about how this has given 



me oppottunities b CO- with 0th- people who are buched by what Pve 
done Not just people who came to the show but people who volunteerai to 
help me Iike my fnend KW- [c- mm h m .  who came severai Saturdays and just 
helped do hand sewing and stdf  like that [c-mm hnun] And she's not the oniy 
one LL h m  the store and M came a couple of tùms and with mme of those 
people there was some &y deep s d  kïnd of connecfion, LIke, what woxnen 
are supposed to do and share bgether, [c- mm hmm] not my work [c- no] but 
sharùig togetk in tb way b somefhing that we need to have more of [c- mm 
hmm] ....its Jike as you work with your han& thert you open up yopr heart 

As Mary was making the pieces for her "My Healing Journeyw 
show, close friends and acquaintances helped her prepare. 
The sharing she discussed in point four took place during 
those times when other women went to Mary's home to help ber 
sew, 

Mary calls her l i f e  a journey. In o u  work, we discussed a 
fairly specific portion of that journey beginning with the 
breast cancer diagnosis through treatment, physical 
recovery, discovery, rediscovery and on to the present, 
Much of Mary's recovery and discovery came to her through 
the process of creating quilts which depict her journey. 
T h e  creatioa of the quilts culminated in a showing of the 
quilts at a Salon in downtown Edmonton. Mary and 1 
discussed the reactions of people who s a w  her show, 

One of the things that I noticed, 1 don% know if rve said this to you W r e  but at 
my show some of the people who we've hown for years and years who were 
there had noMing to say. It was almost as though by having my show and king 
as open as 1 was about my f k h g s  with the pieces of work that 1 sort of stepped 
over some boundary and that 1 was acting in a way h t  was inappropriate. And 
1 gwss 1 noted that [c- mm hmm] and 1 don% want to do anything about it 
b u s e  rrn not going to change. [c- mm hmm] 1 mean 1 am gonna change but 
I'm not g o ~ a  change for them but 1 notied that Oh there were people who had 
nothing to say, 1 mean ' t h d c  you for invithg me' was about as much as they 
could get out You know and on the other hand there were people standing 
t h e  with tears streaming d o m  th& ch& tmnbling and holding m y  hand 
saying "thank you for doing this 1 feel so close to youw [c- mm hmm]. 

5. M - Ok so, 1 have a note here about why do women who haven't had 
breast cancer d e  breast cancer quiits? Which we've already taiked about a 
little bit and how is that different? 

One thing Mary is  very curious about is the fact that there 
are people who make breast cancer quilts without having had 



breast cancer. Mary wants to know what motivates people to 
do this, what motivates someone who has not had breast 
cancer to make a breast cancer quilt? This is a question 
that Mary and 1 have pursued in other research that occurred 
a t  the same t h e  as the research for this thesis but as 
research that is separate from this thesis." In the focus 
groups that were conducted for this thesis there was one 
participant who is a quilter and has not had breast cancer. 
She was connected to breast cancer because she nursed her 
sister-in-law through the àisease. 

6. M - ..At, about Haven and that may be a thing thatll take a long time 

Haven i s  a place to which Mary has gone a few times each 
year for the last four years. It is located on an island 
near Vancouver Island. It is a haven for Mary. Many of 
Mary's healing experiences have been influenced by things 
she has learned and done at Haven. 

7 M - The other thïng 1 have is mythology and we've kind of faked about 
that too [c- mmm] and l'Il keep working my way through that book and it seems 
bke thah part of, pou know, the stories are part of the women thing that also has 
to do with working with your bands and tellnlg the &ries of the cuiture 

Mary is talking about female mythology and a particular 
book, Women Who Run With The Wolves (1992) as it has 
influenced her quilting and how she views her own 
experiences. 

Some of the questions that came up i n  the discussion between 

Mary and 1 were the following: 

1. Why is quilting so healing?, or Why do women find it 
healing t o  quilt? 

2. 1s having a place set aside for quilting important to 
other women? or, D o  other women find it difficult to 
quilt when they do not have a place s e t  aside? 

loin October 1996, M a r y  and 1 are presented our findings to five separate 
audiences in Edmonton and Calgary, Alberta. 



3. How do women who quilt make decisions about their own 
treatments for breast cancer? 

4. Do women fear a recurrence of breast cancer? 

1 decided to hold a focus group w i t h  other women who have 

made breast cancer quilts to see i f  other women had similar 

experiences going through the medical system as breast 

cancer patients, and to see i f  answers could be found to the 

above questions. Following Geiger, it seemed appropriate to 

seek out the s tor ies  of more than one person in the context 

of a particular issue which was breast cancer and quilting. 

Some answers to the questions w e r e  found in the focus 

groups . 

Life history studies that include the narratives of 
more than one woman or of sevexa1 women or men from a 
particular society or ethnic gxoup af ford opportunity 
for interna1 comparisons (Geiger 1986:343). 

To find women who were interested in participating in a 

focus group an ad w a s  placed in local quilt guild 

newsletters requesting a response from women who had an 

interest in breast cancer and quilting. Five women 

responded to the advertisement. A focus group was organized 

t o  take place on March 7, 1996, in my home. Four women, not 

including myself and Mary H. , had committed to attending. 

Two women attended, i n  addition to myself and Mary H. The 

first woman, LE., is forty-nine years old and the second 

woman, L.L., is Eorty years old. Both L.L. and G.E. were 

diagnosed with breast cancer. G.Eo made her first quilt at 



age twelve and considers herself to have been an active 

quilter for the last seven or eight years. L.L., on the 

other hand, has never made a quilt but she is a member of 

the quilting community- L.L. takes quilting classes, has 

piles and piles of fabric that she has purchased fo r  

quiltrnaking as well as a vast collection of quilt books, 

articles and photos. 

A second focus group was organized to take place on March 

15, 1996, at my home. The impetus for a second group was 

that there were three women who had not attended the first 

group, al1 of whom expressed interest in coming to a focus 

group should another one be organized- The participants at 

the second focus group were L.R. and V.M., in addition to 

Mary and rnyself. L.R. is sixty-five years of age and V.M. 

is sixty-eight. Both L.R. and V.M. are quilters. L.R. was 

diagnosed with breast cancer twenty eight years ago when she 

was thirty seven years old, V.M. is not a breast cancer 

survivor, her link to the disease is through her sister-in- 

law, whom V.M. nursed through the disease from diagnosis to 

death. One thing that stood out i n  this focus group was 

that most participants arrived with an &lem identifying 

themselves as quilters, either through photos, quilt blocks, 

a tote bag or an article of clothing. Przybysz notes this 

phenornenon among quilters, 



More often than not, festival participants arrived 
clutching a bag -often a quilted bag- out of which they 
eventually produced some kind of quilt. And if they 
hadn't brought a quilt to show, they were frequently 
weaxing one- a quilted vest, a patchwork s k i r t ,  a dress 
with a Seminole Indian pieced-style bodice, or an 
embroidered and embellished denim j a c k e t  (Przybysz 
1993: 173) , 

There were several answers to the first question: Why is 

quilting a healing activity? One answer had to do with 

quilting being an activity that is often done in groups. It 

is the getting together with other wornen that seems to be 

one of the healing factors. Two of the women spoke about 

this, 

G.E. - Oh wd our group is just hystericai, we just, sometimes we don't quilt at 
d, we just t ak  W e  go in, there's about £ifken of us, we pist talk tak talk tallr 
tak and then we all go home again and we get so exciteci fot at least a week 
More we do ttiis. Can't put m y  finger on why. But we ail really love it but its a 
v q  very laid back no pressure group. You can be complebely dess ,  you can 
never sew a stitch in your lifk but we sali alî d y  @oy it Its wonderhi, its a 
lovdy p u p .  So it wasn't like you'd go there and youtre got to produce a 
perfect square that somebody's going to judgef that would be the end of that 1 
could never've done it It wouldnt have been therapeutic at al l  [ mm hmm] Fd a 
been in a panic The's no doubt its more than just the sewing its the getîing 
together with people 

L.L. - Actudy you know what, 1 could care l e s  if 1 ever opened up my sewing 
machine. 1 just üke the socid thing [ - yes] 

M.H. - ... mostly 1 work in isolation. 1 have a studio in my house and that's where 
1 work and I had several people say if you need help with hand sewing or 
anything let me know and Ill come [well] and so 1 asked some of them to come 
and help m e  and they did. It was some of the neatest time [oh 1 bet] getthg 
ready for the show and sometimes we'd just sit and cry and q. [oh] You know 
somethuig would happen or a question would be asked about why did you do 
this this way and Pd start Q explain and then we'd both be aying. Those were 
really precious thes to me, though because it was, it wouldn't have been the 



same if rd just been doing it on my own. [no oh no you need to s b ]  You 
know you need that c o ~ o n .  

W h  7,19%1 

Some of the following comments made by L.L. demonstrate that 

as G.E. says above "Therer s no doubt it's more than j u s t  the 

sewing. " One can see f t o m  the following comments f r o m  L. L . 
that beyond sewing quilts she is interested in fabric, 

quilts, q u i l t  books, pictures of quilts, and in the 

connections she has made with other quilters. 

LL - M e  tum, ok Fm 40-three, 1 was gonna sa. 41, Fm 43 and I've always iiked 
quilting. Bve always taken pleasuile in looking at quilts and stuff but Mary 
taught me a CO- 

LL. - Not last November the Novembet, before. 

L.L. - So its just been a iittle over a year an 1 tbok the twelve week course or 
whatever and 1 d y  d y  enjoyed it and Fm a r d  si& ifs go- sound d y  
stupid but 1 really enjoy buying and hahg a con&on of books on every qui& 
any kind of aaft that 1 do. But 1 hate reading them, Iike 1 hate to read 

G.E. - Pve read about people Iike you 

L.L. - I mean, 1 like to have my books and I Iike to be able to flip through my 
books and look at al1 the wonderfd things. PU phobcopy things and stuff but 
dont ask me to sit and read a bloody book to find out how to do something. 

CD. - Oh yeah 

L.L. - You know if 1 c m  sit and take a course or you can show me what to do or 1 
can watdi a video. Like every Monday 1 tape "Sew Many Quilts," every 
Tuesday 1 tape "Swing with Nancy" and every Wednesday 1 tape lau-g 
"Quilting from the Heartland" Evervbodv lau-g Don't ask m e  to read a book 
but 1 have millions of books at my house. 

M.H. - and piles of fabnc 



LL. - Oh Mu& Fabric lau&ing and Do you wanna know how many quiifs Rre 
made in m y  lifetime? 

CD. - Yeah 

L L  - 1 1 kinda did my sampler fa my counie and 1 never did finish that Mary 
said she'd gïve me a refresher because 1 Iànda remmber the basic6 but 1 can't 
remember the the affer 1 get it together part I a h  took like a stained glass 
quilting course and stuff but 1 mean 1 just 1 dont know how to put them 
together- 1 know how tD rnake the blocks and stuff but 1 don't know how to put 
them togethet but Margs gonna refresh my memory. And thafs about i t  Ifs 
something my mother-in-law and 1 have in common because 1 got her to start 
quilting and we can talk about quilting and read each other's books and staff 
and we have something to talk about 
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Przybysz discusses the importance of fabric to quilters and 

the fact that  it is  more than j u s t  the sewing, 

Ail the t a l k  about "not being able to keep my hands off 
of fabricn and about women secretly *strokingW their  
fabric that goes on a t  quilt festivals seems to 
indicate some women find working w i t h  fabric an 
autoerotic activity . And the f eeding, touching, and 
sharing so characteristic of quilt-related activities 
undeniably contribute to a kind of homosocial bonding 
that  has flourished with the contemporary quilt 
revival. (Przybysz 1993:181). 

What Przybysz says is true for the quilters that I 

interviewed. L.L, told us that she loves to collect fabric 

and quilt paraphenalia and al1 the quilters talked about the 

importance they placed on the connecting with other wornen 

that cornes through their quilting activities. 



L,L. is very involved in a quilting community. She iç a 

member of a quilt guild, she had financially invested in a 

substantial supply of quilt books, supplies and fabric but 

she has never completed a quilt. To me, this indicates that 

L,L, is finding some satisfaction from being part of the 

quilting community and in collecting the objects and symbols 

associated with quilting that are for her, for the t h e  

being, enough. That is, at the t h e  of the focus group, 

although L.L. would have liked to have completed a quilt, it 

was not imperative for her to finish a quilt in order to 

feel satisfied. The process of quilting was enough, 

completion was not necessary. 

Another reason for the desire to quilt is the longevity of a 

quilt and the fact that it may be admired by several future 

generations, Quilting seems to be a w a y  that women urge 

themselves to do their best without worrying about being 

perfect. The following excerpt speaks about this, 

G.E. - But when you look at some of the very old quilts people made, a lot of 
them are just full of what we would cal1 mistalas. [mm hmm] But you dont 
look at them and thhk 'oh dear look at that' you just think "oh dear isn't that 
sweet samebody made that and its still around" [mm hmrn] We're much too, 
much too hard on o d v e s  aren't we [yeah] 1 mean 1 aiink you should strîve to 
make it as weil as you can but you dont have to kick yourself if it doesn't go 
q"te right [th& rïght, thafs right] so 1 mean who's checking on us? Iç 
somebody checking? h the quilt police around? 

[Mardi 7,19961 

Some of the wornen said that quilting is a healing endeavor 

because in quilting they feel that they are creating 



something. It is the process of creating and completing a 

q u i l t  that is satisfying. In connection with the creative 

aspect of quilting, the women mentioned the stages of 

quilting. It was explained t a  m e  that quilting is done in 

somewhat discrete increments. It is the completion of each 

stage that provides some satisfaction, The women felt l i k e  

they were 'getting something doner with the completion of 

each stage. The following are descriptions f r o m  two women 

about the stages of  quilting: 

GE. - WelI for me iis because Fm actudy crieating something. 1 dont know 
what it is about me but I Jike to rush at everythïng. But 1 rieally îïke starting on a 
quilt that 1 know wiii probably take m e  a good year from when 1 k t  start  
thinking about it to when 1 actually finish it and 1 iike having those long pmjeds 
Iike stripping a piece of furnihue. You know youk not gonna just do it and go 
on with the next thin& 1 don% know why, its vey nice to be, wd espeaally 
with m y  job where you never seem tiD finish a blinkui thin& you actuaily finish 
sometfring. 1 mean at every stage, you act Ifs aiso in nice satisfying stages. You 
pi& out the fabric and thafs an exciting stage and then you cut it ail out and ifs 
another   ce stage and then so even though you havenft lùiished it W s  sort of 
the completion of that stage. [mm hmm] You $et these üttle ending parts and 
then there's the sewing up of all the squares and pou make the first one its very 
exciting and then you put the q a t  top together and thats another exciting thing. 
You admire-that stage, then you get the backing and then you q d t  it and then 
you put the binding on and then you take the basting out Blimey, the ' s  so 
many exating parts. 

M.H. - It seems to me that there's a rhythm to quilting. That part of it is the 
stages but its also the work in between. The rhythm of it is redy numullig and 
musn't be rushed. It's a time to be quiet for me. 

GE. - Yeah, you actuaily have to concentrate, you can't muck about can you? 

M.& - So on the one hand there are the social ümes when you get together with 
someone else to quiit but then there's also stuff that you need to do quietly. 

Fld 7,19%1 



One woman described quilting as a process of self discovery. 

She describes the leaming as that takes place and how it is 

connected to learning something about herself ,  

WH. - There's somefhing about leamhg about yourseif as you do this toa türe 
1 find that it doewi't matter what the p m j d  is Fm leaming about quilting ail the 
t h e  and 1 also leam about myd 1 Ieam about colors and how 1 am in 
rdationship to diffemnt colors or sometines ib because 1 have to figure out 
something and try something new and there's some ah hah about me in there 
that seems important 

The second question 1 asked was How important is it t o  have 

a place set aside fo r  quilting? 1 know t h a t  this was really 

important for Mary and that she was much more productive as 

a qui l ter  once she set aside a studio space for quilting in 

her home. When this issue of place came up in the focus 

groups there were a number of different responses. One 

woman described her lack of space and the reason f o r  it, 

L-L - Well it bikes a lot of time and energy for me to figure out that what Fm 
gonna do next Like 1 wanna qdt, but wefre in the process of - every time 1 get 
semi-organized in my basement something eise happens. Like we just moved 
m y  son downstairs so all the boxes that wem in his room are now out and my 
sewing, 1 just kind of I call it my fifkn year m m  because 1 been living in the 
house for fifteen years and hudcing things in there. lauehber [oh dear] Sa now 
l've gotta go in and sort cause 1 donnt throw nothing away God knows I might 
need it sometime. 

M.H. - So you have a hard time getting b sewing because [ -mm hmm] even 
though you have a place you don't have a place 

L.L. - Well I reaily don't Pd have to set up a place now. M y  fabric room is so 
full of fabric. Evervone lau* 

G.E. - What you might need is a deadiine or something because ... 

L.L. - an 1 have... 



G.E. - You dways put other things £ksi dontt you? 

L.L - Wdi what my biggest thhg was, 1 wanW to make, you know the jumper 
M had on at the quiltier's guild meeting I wanted to make one of those Q Wear to 
Paris cause 1 want just some niœ iiffle thing that 1 can wear to Parisf that 1 did, 
you know while Fm gone, but god Pm never gonna get it done 1 only have two 
weeks* 

MH- 1 don't think you're gonna get it done 

One of the other women does not have a space set aside f o r  

quilting but she s t i l l  accomplishes a lot of quilting. She 

spoke about her method, 

G.E. - That's why 1 Iike having quilting in those s m d  plastic hoops or square 
things achially because its right in the living m m  in my way or that what I can 
do is pi& it up and just do it 

M.H. - so you're a hand quilkr then 

G.E. - Yeah Oh yes. Fm not very good at machine qujlting. 1 need to have it 
right there otherwise 1 wouldn't go downstairs and 1 can't quilt on a big frame in 
the basement because the cab think its a trampoline and they sleep up there, 
they do! 

CD. - 1 believe it 
p k c h  7,19961 

One woman gave a detailed description of he r  quilting area. 

She spoke about her space with obvious pride, a t  one point 

she invited al1 of us to visit her and see her quilting area 

anytime. Toward the end of her description she talks about 

what it was like to have no space o r  an inadequate space. 



V.M. - Well, you know Tm one of the world's 1uckiest women and that's why Fve 
got eleven unfinished tops ..J have tnis space because ifs ail this at the beck, 
h m ' s  a big walk-in doset with shelves and a coat rack that had to be for storage 
things. Now th& is ail a windowless space. But you know the table they have in 
Quiiterrs Dream 1 said to me husband "Oh thats d y  what I needw so he M t  
this thing four feet by eight we w a k d  intD a store somewhere and we bought 
a piece of melmac or somefhing and it had one Iittie corner that was a liale 
broken so we took it for iiine(eei dollars. Then 1 have the folding bible that is 
a b  b r n  Quiiter's Di.Bam. We built this and we couldn't put it hto the home, 
we had to hire two men b come. Ifs like building something and building the 
house around it 1 wantd a light box so what did he do he Mt me about a four 
foot by three foot and then he dmpped the gbes but anyway and then W ' s  the 
fluomscent bulb in the corner. And hertz is the bookcase and he made the 
shelves, put the shelves into the bookcase, so 1 codd keep all my books and 
Wgs in it but he &dn't make the spaces hïgh enough so it would take tall books 
so it had to lean over. And then we bought cheap cupb>ards and we put the 
base cupboards hem and b ' s  one and two and one at the bottom and the top. 
So 1 have m y  fabric in that In the corner 1 have a bill thing h m  Ikea which has 
still got some fabric and eveqrthing in. And here 1 have sort of a cornputer 
thïng, table so that my chair is hem and 1 have a tv. here. Here's my omega 
board, ironing board. Then 1 have the Çerger hem and my Singer hem. Ifs very 
liale space in hem, this d gets pushed bgether. 1 have a flanneletk sheet on the 
wall to put things O= .. .What a blessing! 1 nwer had it and we've been marrieci, 
we liwd in lots of places, never had space for V! Ifs so important because ifs 
my space! 

M.H. - and dont you think that women are so qui& bD not have space 

V.U - Well yeah because I havdt asked for it 

VoMo. - because 1 didn't thllùc 1 desenred i t  1 was supposed to make al1 the kids 
dothes, the coats, my evenuig gowns, everything and 1 had a small room about 
eight by eight and it was cold and the washing machine was in it, the fFeezer, 
whabever storing the sealers, the canner etc. And now 1 have all this wondehl 
space, people make rumpus rooms down here. When you're seventy five you 
dont need a rumpus room! 
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Przybysz writes about space and what it means to quilters." 



Women's efforts  to appropriate space - room of their 
own - for their quilt making activities seems very 
much linked to a desire  for an experience of time that 
is uninterrupted, and an experience of self as 
sensuous, desiring and whole. For the many women whose 
bodily and social energies are constantly at the 
service of chilàren, husbaads, and/or employers, and 
hence fragmented, the experience of working in a 
concentrated manner on anything is something they 
crave. In addition, each of the activities involved 
w i t h  quilt making - designing, ironing, cutting, 
machine s e w i n g  and hand sewing - induces various body 
experiences (Przybysz 1993 : 172) . 

Przybysz' comments address questions one and two: Why is 

quilting so healing? (Why do women find it healing to 

quilt?) and, 1s having a place set aside for quilting 

important to other women? (Do  other women find it dif f i c u l t  

to  quilt when they do not have a place set aside for the 

task?) Przybysz is saying that the need for space is 

paralleled by the quilters' need for thne. Quilting i s  

healing because women make time and space for themselves to 

re-energize their bodies. 

The third and fourth questions for w h i c h  some answers were 

found in the focus group were: How do women who quilt make 

decisions about medical treatments for  their own breast 

cancer? and Do women fear a recurrence? These questions and 

their answers are presented together because the two 

questions are tied together by the fact  that women make the  

choices they make in the hope of averting a recurrence. 



There was quite a range of expesiences w i t h  treatment and 

outcome represented in the focus groups. One of the women 

who participated in a focus group was diagnosed and treated 

in 1967. It was her experience that aïmost everyone she 

knew in 1967 who had breast cancer also had surgery and 

radiation treatments. This womanfs story of her diagnosis 

and treatment te l ls  of the decisions she made and her 

rationale for making them. 

LR- Well 1 had cancer a liffle difkent from most pe6ple. you see they 
removed a lump that 1 had when 1 was eighbeen, And of course it kept getting 
sorer and eorer. And then my physician says "1 Wnk wek gonna have fo do 
sumething about it We're going to have to look into ib why is it getting s ~ r e ? ~  
But anyway, thee was no problem, t h e  was no malignancy or nothing. Then, 
of course, as you all know, when you bike something out of something ifs 
definitdy going to 611l up with scar tissue. And th& what happened. Of 
course, then it got sorer and sorer again, to the point where Fd come home h m  
work and Fd have to go into the bathtub and lay down on my side, and the hot 
water took some of the pressure away. So then, when the swgery was done, 
they removed the growth and they le& it (the h t )  on for now because it was 
going to the pathoIogy lab tn be checked b see if therëwas anything. So they 
found cancer ceb, not in the lump, but around the tissue that was there. My 
dodor came badz to me and he said 'Weil/ he sat on the edge of the bed, What 
do you want me to do?' And 1 said 'Take it off because 1 don't want none of this 
half business stuff. Take the whole thing off.' Ço then of course they sent that 
(the breast) badc to pathology to check to s e  if there was any cancer closer to the 
part 1 avoided all the radiation. There was no chemo 1 don't think. Chemo 
didn't come into effect until much later it seems. So 1 didnlt have nothing Lüce 
that except 1 was in the hospital for two weeks.... 

Mardi 15,19%] 

O n e  thing tha t  was common t o  al1 the women who had been 

diagnosed a f t e r  1986 was a dislike of the drug Tamoxifen. 

There were several s t o r i e s  about Tamoxifen. Rere are a few 

examples : 



LL. - ... and theg gave me ail these steroids and I gained seventy pounds. [bk ] 1 
mean kre always been a big girl [oh] but seventy pounds 1 didnt wed [oh 
dear] Of CO- the skroids didn't work so then thqr saîd if the steroids dont 
work we've gotta take out your spIeen. So then 1 went into the University 
hospital and had my spleen taicen out Then theg had to wean me off m y  
skroids, lüre they dropped me h m  150 LniUigrams a day to twenty IIUUigrams a 
day in the hqital and üüs d e r  couidn"t figure out why 1 was aLi upset and 1 
kept tellai him you can't drop me that many demi& in one day. "FM THE 
DOCCOR AND AND0 DO YOU THDX YOU ARE" so 1 got on the phone, 1 go 
right to the payphone. 1 had one e, 1 phoned the cross" and I said vou 
get my file, you look and fmd out what doctor it was h m  the University that 
put me in hem to begin withN 1 said "and 1 want her wne " 1 got her name and 1 
went back to the headnurse and I said "1 wanna see this docfor and 1 want to see 
her now." She came up and 1 said %denn 1 said "1 know that you can't drop me 
from 150 II1iUigrams a day to twenty but this d m  will not lis- to meu She 
said "well of course not? and 1 would just sit there and just be crying all the time 
you just look at me the wmng way and Fd be in kam. 

- yeah 
L.L - It was a d .  

LL. - So she went out and talked to him and they finally boosted it up again but 
it took six weeks to get off my steroids. Then 1 had 1 had to have m y  next two 
sessions of chemotherapy and then instead of letting me lose the weight that I 
had gained with the steroids Orqr put me on tarno* 

M.H. - on tarnoxifim actuaIlv said in unison with L 

L.L. - And once you're on tamaxifin you can't lose weight till you get off 
tamoxifen so 

M.H. - WeU, if then 

L.L. - You know so 1 said, 

G.E. - Did you have to have more chemo? 

LL. - Wd they gave it to me on my third one, 

G.E. - mm hmm 

llcrass Cancer Ins titute, Edmonton, 



LL - so then 1 had tiuee more to go so 1 had my last three and then they put me 
on tamoxifen my verg nextvisit 

GE. - Are you stiü on it? 

LL- yeah 

GE.- Are you really? 1 tried it I just coddn't stand it 

L.L. - Oh 1 can't stand it either but 1 always thllik that obviously something's 
working so Pm not one to change something W s  not h k e n  

GE. - No, no, 1 biow 1 just kit so homd. 

L.L. - And if its causing me h m  not getting cancer then Pd rather be fat and 
aliw then s h y  and six feet under- Ço 1 dont have any choice so 1 just take it 
Yeah but itP maddening cause I say to Dr. S about four years later, two years 
later 1 said "Why can't 1 lose any weight?" she says "wd 1 guess we shouldn't a 
put you on the tamoxifkn so fastm 

Everybody - oh, oh, hdloo, oh 

UH. - That teally sp& to how my experience at the Cmss was there were a lot 
of people giving lip service to wanüng me to be involved in dechions about my 
treatment and that kind of stuff but the fact of the matter is 1 was at their mercy. 

L.L. - Yeah Because you dont know- 

M.H. - What do you know? 

L.L. - Like if 1 kriew then what 1 know now 1 would've said 'Let me lose the 
seventy pounds cause it would have eventually corne off. Weii hopefdly with 
the skoids, but the tamoxifen ... 

- yeah 

L.L. - ...jus t made it near impossible 

- yeah 



M.= - Well and 1 bok tamoxifen for and a half years kicking and 
screaming and ~ying  that I shddn' t  be taking it and then finally saw a doctor 
who said "oh it was a mistike fn have prescribed fhat fw youn. 

LL - Why? 

M.H. - üecause 1 was not menopad when they put me on it 

LL. - Weil neither was L 

GE. - Them is no rhyme or reason to this they just.. 

M.H. - Wd 1 just I find it very hstrating that its so hard to know what's the 
right thEig and 

G.E. - But there is, 1 don't ttiink tkre is a right thing thah the whole pmblem 
isn' t it? 

M.H. - Well, 1 guess 1 had the experïence of knowïng intuitively what the right 
thing was 0.. 

G.E. - yeah 

M.H. - ... and not king listened to 

G.E. - Well 1 1 talked b Dr. S about tamo- because she wanbed to put me on 
it and 1 said "well look Fve just got to haveu, this was the end of May rd had my 
last chemo, 1 said "1 want the summer off ail tbese drugsu 1 said Tve just got to 
have a summer free of drugsu and she said "thats a good idea" so 1 did and 1 
started bunodfen, 1 don't know, September or something. 

L.L. - Are you SU on it tao? 

G.E. - No 1 only lasted tili December. Oh 1 was horrible. 1 could hear myself 
talking to the kids at school and 1 thought "oh 1 can't be this person-" 1 dont 
know really whether it was that or whether 1 was just exhausted and you know 
you dont know what you are when you fulish chemo. You have no idea what 
normal is anymore, and then you're menopausal, you know what on earth is 
normal?! 

L.L - Well you see I got my b~east cancer when 1 was only thîrty five. 

- yeah so you shouldnlt.. 

L.L - So they put me on tamoxifen when 1 was only thllty six or thirty seven. 



G-E. - yeah well it does seem strange 

LL. - Well 1 go see her on Tueday Pm gonna have to ask her 

GE. - Yes, And then when 1 came off 1 said 1 can't hdp thinking that if 1 were 
to eat lads  of br0ccoi.i and carrots and things 1 wodd be doing myself as mudi 
good as tamoxifim and she said %ell t~ be d y  honest you codd weU be right" 
she said We dont r d l y  know but its one fonn of insarance* so 1 thotaght wd 
bmccoli and carrots for me 

Matdi 7,19%] 

A i l  the women spoke about what it is l i k e  t o  live wondering 
% 

whether there will be a recurrence, One woman spoke about 

the feelings she regularly experiences. 

M.H.- So you're healthy now you figure? 

GE- Oh who h w s ,  Pm in a constant sbte of panic Actudy 1 just finished m y  
latest panic, With aie three month checkups 1 never actudy lasted more than 
two months, never! 

UR- L that right? 

GE..- Oh no, 1 was just in a panic Actually 1 have coped with being past it much 
worse than 1 coped wiai having i t  When I had it, 1 got on with it but when it 
was over, the treatment; oh dear, thats when 1 fdI apart.. 

M-K- For me ifs sort of been when 1 was in the middie of diemotherapy 1 had to 
keep going. 1 had to do everything that needed to be done 

G E  - Yes 

M.H. - 1 was going to do that [G:Yes] and, it was, for me, after the fact when it 
occurred to me that 1 might die. 

GE. - Yes or you might get it again. AU the time I was going through it I was 
psydiing myself up for having to do it again if 1 ever had to. I was thinking 
"Cm I handle this again?" You know 1 would do it again, no doubt about i t  But 
oh, the panic of every ache, every single ache. In fact 1 was certain 1 had it in ? 
At the time when 1 was thinking b myself, "this is it I have got cancer again, G, 



why wouldnrt you have it again? 1 think "Non 1 said "What makes you think of 
course you've got it agah, what e k  couid it be?" So badc to the docbr, he said 
WeiI, Fm almost certain ifs jrist a pded  mUSCIeU 1 said "Weil o.k., FU go dong 
with this line of aunking for up to a week but beyond that 1 can't 1 cannot 
possibly go dong with ib we have to do something!' 

GEm- 1 just can't help it you know. I gwss p a d d y  1 will get used to i& 1 don't 
know. It's not that long %s only about eighkn month since h e  finished - so 
ifs pretty h d ,  1 can't distance m y d  from it at dl. 

MX: WeU, nor should you. 1 think what you have to do is kind of b a h c e  it 
and somefimes 1 feel balanceci abut it 

M.H. - But 1 don't think that we can dord to not pay attention to every ache and 
P- 

Ge& and the trouble is, I said to the dmbr u you know, I cadt go home and 
change aaything about my self. I was h d y  exercisïng, eating properly 
according to aif the thin. aiep teil you anpvay." 1 said, "thetp's nothing 1 can 
think of that 1 wodd chan . ,  Pmgonna go back and just carrg right on the way 1 
was." So then you're scared because you think Ooh dear then theyll corne up 
with something they think has got something to do with h t  cancern and you 
think %ope didn't do that anyway, nope didn't do th& 

G.E. - But it is scary when you are smunded by people who are getting it 
again for no apparent reason 

M.H. - Wd and when you have friends who have things Idce what they thought 
was just a back ache and it huns out ta... 

GE. - 1 know 1 know 

M.H. - 1 have a fiend who had a sore arm and she was spending a lot of tirne 
doing this gesture you know and not thinking that it was anything cause if you 
were gonna have metasaitic breast disease you wouldn't think its gonna be in 
your arm. 



M.H. - Wd it was and by the t h e  they found it and diagnosed it, it had spread 
basically through her whole skdetal systiem and shers a young mom with liffle 
kids 

GE. - This is why you can't wer ES& there's no way you can ever say "oh well 
because of such and such 1 don't have to worrf' because there are absolutely no 
rights or wrongs or thqr reaily dont know. Nobody knows. 

[ M d  7,19961 

It is interesting to compare the above passage about the 

fear of recurrence with the following passage from the woman 

who was diagnosed and treated in 1967. 

L. R. -1 realized the possibility that it could corne badc elsewhere, Up to this 
point in t h e  it hasn't and 1 don't think it will. Thds what rm hoping for, you 
know 1 think you sort of aiways have to Mink positive when it cornes to that 

T h e  two passages are very different. T h e  panic felt  by G . E .  

is apparent in her story w h i l e  the calmness of L.R. comes 

through in the conciseness of  the text and in t h e  firmness 

of thought . Possibly the passage of t h e  without a 

recurrence brings some confidence. G.E. pointed out  that it 

had only been eighteen months since her treatment ended and 

G-E, and M.H. a l s o  point out that they are surrounded by 

people who have had recurrent breast cancer and by s t o r i e s  

of people w i t h  recurring cancers. 



Chanter Seven 
- - -  

Conclusions 

In this f inal  chapter 1 will review what has been discussed 

in the preceding chapters. 1 will also identify the ways 

that the stories of the two Mary's are, in  my opinion, 

linked. Finally,  1 will provide a brief analysis of the 

stories of Mary Holdgrafer and the focus group participants; 

th is  brief analysis will range £rom a simple identification 

of themes that emerged to some discussion of various themes. 

After 1 collected data from Mary L. and Mary H. 1 looked a t  

their stories and 1 asked myself, How are these stories 

linked? When my advisor read the first draft of my thesis 

she asked m e  the question, What i s  the connection between 

the stories of Mary L. and Mary H. ? My work with Mary L. 

has informed my work with Mary H. There are several ways 

that this ' informingr took place. Firs t ly ,  1 did not  know 

Mary L. pr ior  to  our working together but 1 did know Mary H. 

The prior relationship in one case and lack of it in another 

influenced the questions that 1 chose to begin each i n i t i a l  

interview. The fact that  1 began my work with Mary L. by 

saying: 

CD. - O.k. 1 dont know anythhg about you W.L. - You dont know anything 
about me] not redy, like where you were born, so you could start there. 

demonstrates my lack of intimate knowledge of Mary L . ' s  
l i f e .  



Compare the above to the opening question 1 asked Mary H, at 

our first interview: 

CD.- January 2nd 19%, ifs sort of Wricai, jiust pass over anything that you 
dont thiiùr is devant because this is just sort of generatbg more  estions and 
inforanation etc. Then itll go inb contemporary or current, Was quiiting a 
family tradition? 

In the above passage 1 am telling Mary H. that 1 want to 

begin with her quilting history and move onto the current 

role of quilting in her life, 1 did not have to begin by 

asking about the details of Mary Hm's birth because 1 

already knew that kind of background information. 1 felt 1 

had some knowledge of Mary H/s l i f e  and that when and where 

necessary 1 could ask specific questions to f i l 1  i n  gaps in 

my knowledge. Whereas with Mary L., 1 f e l t  that 1 knew 

almost nothing about her persona1 history and as a result 1 

wanted to start from as far back as 1 thought it reasonable 

to ask. Throughout the data collection, transcription and 

analysis of the stories of Mary L. and Mary H. 1 noticed 

that my questions seemed to derive from my pr ior  

relationship with Mary K. or lack of a prior relationship 

with Mary L, 

The second and most important way that my work with Mary L. 

and Mary H, informed each another was through the issues 

relating to oral h i s to ry  and Aboriginal wornenf s history and 

biography that structure my chapter on Mary L. To review, 



the following are the points about issues that are relevant 

to the current state of  oral history today, that were 

discussed in  "Chapter Four: M a r y  Lm" 

That everyday l i f e  is important, 

Too much information is written from male sources 

rather than written or oral female sources . 
The l i f e  stories of Aboriginal women have much to say 

about Canadian history. 

The life histories that are done with Aboriginal women, 

are, at times lacking in details about the context in 

which the information was gathered. 

Many works on Aboriginal women are dated; the women 

must fit a stereotype. 

Aboriginal women tell sacred stories. 

Historic and social context are intrinsic.  

Aboriginal narrators voices are often lost in  

biographical accounts . 

1 found m a n y  of the points to be applicable to my work with 

Mary H. 1 expected them to be true of my work with Mary L. 

and w a s  surprised to f i n d  some of these issues present in my 

work with Mary H. Point number six is a good example; 1 was 

surprised that Mary H. came to one of our interviews with a 

note that she wanted to mention the importance of women's 

mythology in her life and work. Mary H. did not tell sacred 

stories in the same way that Mary L. did (see pp. 32-36) but 



she noted the presence of sacredness and mythology in her 

l ife.  

1 found point number three to be true for both Mary L. and 

Mary H. as they both told stories, central to their l i fe 

histories, about their experiences in Canadian systems or 

institutions. For Mary L. this was her experiences in 

residential school and her experiences with the child 

welfare system, T h e  fact that Mary L .  can now tell the 

stories of residential school without fears of being 

disbelieved or f acing recrimination from the lis tener tells 

us something about the current social context in that it is 

now acceptable for the residential school stories  to be 

told, whereas in the past, it was not. Mary He's stories 

had to with the systems and institutions of western 

medicine. These stories also tell us something about 

Canadian history and the experience of women in this history 

and the current social context. In the past, many women 

would not have spoken out about their experiences in the 

medical system because doctors were considered authorities. 

While it is s t i l l  true that doctors are considered t o  be 

authorities, judging from the stories told to  me,  women feel 

free to examine their own experiences and t o  tell them to  

others. Neither Mary K., Mary L .  nor 1 have put fo r th  any 

of these stories  to be representative of anything but each 

woman's own story. Sarris has a quote about this non- 



representativeness, 'One party may mite a story, but one 

party's story is no more a whole story than a cup of water 

i s  the river" (Sarris 1993:40) , T h i s  is true for both 

Mary's, the stories they have shared w i t h  m e  are their  own 

experiences and are not generalizable. 

I expected Mary L .  ' s stor ies  to unfold i n  a m a r u i e r  that w a s  

not chronological or linear but 1 &id expect Mary H.9 

stories  to follow a linear or chronological pattern, 1 had 

this expectation of Mary L , ' s s torytelling because having 

grown up i n  a Metis family and community 1 was aware that 

chronology is not always important to  the way that stories  

are stmctured by M e t i s  s torytel lers.  While my expectation 

for M a r y  L .  proved to be true as her stories were linked 

more thematically than chronologically, Mary H. ' s stories 

w e r e ,  at  times, presented chronologically but not always . 
Some of Mary Hm's s tor ies  were presented by her as being 

recalled more by event than by date. For example, when she 

spoke about her experience a t  the B r e a s t  Center, she s p o k e  

i n  terms of the cancer diagnosis before she spoke about the 

fact that it w a s  i n  June 1990. 

Using a thematic analysis 1 have made some observations 

about the stories of Mary H. and the focus group 

participants. Having the stories of  the focus group 



participants of fered data for comparison. However, l i k e  

Geiger, who found, 

Two wordinaryw Afro-American women whose life histories 
have recently been published are Erma Calderon and 
Annie Kae Hunt. For both women the centrality of and 
structural interconnections between racism and the 
violence of white and black men pesmeates their life 
experiences, which include years of domestic service 
for white women, and provides the painful shared 
reality to which each responds. Yet the life courses 
of these women are by no means similar (Geiger 
1986:347) . 

1 found breast cancer experiences seflect a shared reality 

but not necessarily shared experiences. That is to Say, 

within the shared context of breast cancer diagnosis and 

recovery there are shared experiences but there are 

differences in the experiences of each breast cancer 

quilter 1 have found that certain common themes are 

consistent and recurrent in the stories of women who have 

made breast cancer quilts. These are themes such as voice, 

communication, identity, f ear, support groups, death, humor, 

anger, the importance of images and symbols in womenfs daily 

lives, changes in priorities, and waiting. AL1 of these are 

present in at least one woman's story. The themes 1 will 

highlight here are: quilting as a multi-dimensional 

activity, space, waiting, perf ectionism, 'the supernoman' , 

paternalism and death. 

For Mary, getting started in quilting was a multi- 

dimensional endeavor. It was a social activity, a female 



activity, and a professional activity. We know this from 

her s to ry  of how she became a quilter (see p. 52) .  Mary 

tells us that taking up quilting was something she did with 

a group of women and that it was not always important t o  get 

any work done in the group, the important thing was to corne 

together. The story also tells us that learning to quil t  

was something Mary did with her academic peers and so it 

was, f o r  Mary, a professional ac t iv i ty .  Other focus group 

participants also spoke about quilting as a women' s social  

ac t iv i ty  : 

1 got diegnosed with breast cancer in May of 1993 and really 1 never slowed 
down with qujlting. I still went to quilting, we've got a quilting group next to 
where 1 Live in this community hall right next door, two seconds walk away. 
And 1 must admit lots of ameS 1 wodd go .just to see what was going on-and 1 
wouldn't sew at a i l  Fd justcome.berkagau\ but ooh it was so wonderfui to go, it 
wassoewdangjusttoguandchatandcomehomeagaih 

Marcfi 7,19%] 

Mary holds herself responsible for giving up quilting but 

her stories reveal that m n y  of the people around her 

inadvertently contributed t o  her cessation of quilting. 

Mary takes the blame when she says "it was my own 

in terpre ta t ion  of everybody elsers needs being more 

important than my own" (p.  54)  . But we hear in her stories 

t h a t  even though Mary made sure that her children had space 

to play and her husband had space t o  work, there was no 

space i n  her house to quilt and nobody ever told her t h a t  

her quilting was so important to the family that they should 

s e t  as ide a space. W e  also hear in Mary's stories that she 



recognLzes t h a t  although her parents expected that Mary 

would be university educated and that she would have a 

career, there was what Mary calls 'this subtext of the 

mother, sacrifices and puts her husband and her chilàren 

ahead of herself" (p. 54) . It is interesting to  note that 

the quilt that heralded Maryf s return to quilting, that is, 

the first quilt she started after her breast cancer 

experiences, known as "Lizf s Wedding Quilt" was begun on the 

dining room table and it is still not finished. However, a 

multitude o f  quilts, clothes, fibre art landscapes that were 

begun in Mary's studio have al1 been completed. 

This theme of persona1 space and the value placed on womenfs 

endeavors by themselves and their families occurs in the 

s t o r i e s  of one of the focus group participants. V.M. tel ls  

us that she thought she did not deserve the space she now 

bas for quilting. She says . 
1 didnrt think 1 deserved it. 1 was supposed to make 
al1 the kids clothes, the coats, my evening gowns, 
everything and 1 had a small room about eight by eight 
and it was cold and the washing machine was in it, the 
freezer, whatever, storing the sealers, the canner etc. 
(p.93) 

Even though V.M. was expected to clothe the family, it did 

not seem to her, at the t h e ,  unreasonable that al1 this 

sewing w a s  to be done in a cold, tiny room that was used for 

storing other things. However, that is different now, V.M. 

is in her 70s, an active quilter and a prominent member of 

EdmontonC s quilting community. When V.M. spoke i n  the focus 



group about quilting space she has now she spoke for about a 

quarter of an h o u .  She c k e w  a diagram and gave us al1 an 

invitation to corne and see for ourselves. 

The stories which are about M a y ' s  experiences i n  the 

medical sys tem are characterized by waiting , T h e  best 

example is the diagnosis story in which Mary w a i t s  so long 

t o  find out whether or not she has breast cancer t h a t  she 

falls asleep (see p. 58) , A second example is f r o m  a s to ry  

that described events that took place at the very end of 

Mary's breast cancer treatments and tests (see p.74) . In 

t h i s  s to ry  Kary has finished al1 the chemotherapy treatments 

and she has t o  take one more t e s t ,  A t  the time Mary and her 

husband were leaving Canada in three weeks for an eight 

month sabbatical. When Mary was told she had t o  have the  

t e s t ,  she told the  nurse t h a t  she w a s  leaving Canada i n  

three  w e e k s .  The nurse then told Mary that she would have 

t o  w a i t  for her appointment u n t i l  j u s t  before Mary had t o  

leave the country so that there was no way Mary could have 

the  results before leaving. By this t i m e  i n  her  b reas t  

cancer experiences Mary has become empowered in her  dealings 

with medical s t a f f  and she demands to have the test sooner. 

Mary had the test later t h a t  same day. In  many o f  the 

stories t o l d  by the women who spoke to me about the medical 

pa r t  of t h e i r  experience there are references t o  'waiting' 

for the doctor o r  \waitingr f o r  an appointment. 



A i l  through my interviews with Mary the themes of the 

superwoman and perfectionism recur. When M a r y  t o ld  me 

about her "Another In A Million" quilts she told m e  that the 

reason she made two of them was because she "thought [she] 

had ruined one and it wasnrt going to  be perfect enough to  

be in the show" (p.64) . Another example of  the superwoman 

theme in Mary's life is that said she strove to  be 'the 

super sick person'' (p.68) meaning that she wanted to be seen 

as healthy and not needy. The theme continued in Mary' s 

life after she recovered from breast cancer but as part of 

her healing Mary works at being less of a superwoman and 

less perfect i n  everything she undertakes. She tells us 

this when she says 

So 1% learning about my style and thatrs part of the 
journey is to learn that although I've tried to fit 
myself in to the standard m o l d  to k i n g  the the good 
wife, the good mother, the good teacher, the good 
worker, the good, good, good, good, good. Really what 1 
need to be doing is finding out what my style is and 
practice that (p. 7 0 )  . 

One of the focus group participants spoke about th i s ,  

We're much too, much too hard on ourselves aren't w e  
[yeah] 1 mean 1 think you should strive to make it as 
well as you can but you don% have to  kick yourself i f  
it doesnlt go quite right [that's right, that's right] 
so 1 mean whols checking on us? 1s somebody checking? 
1s the quilt police around? (p. 89) . 

Mary's experience with the medical system, like that of the 

other focus group participants, w a s  one of  paternalism. 

Passivity and resistance are subthemes of paternalism. This 



is evident in some of the comments that occul in the 

transcripts: 

"1 think thafs how aie &cal s y s h  likes you to be when you're a patient 
ttiey want to Oeil you whaYs good for you and aiey want you to be paisive 
(P*~Q)- 

"And aiafs exady what 1 was, was a good soldier. And aie people that got 
really good m e  w- the ones that were basket cases h m  the beghing. But 
since I wasn't a.basm case h m  the be@ming and Fd been a good soIdier and 
then 1 lost it then somehow 1 shodd be punished for thar @.7l). 

Then they had tn wean me off my stemidsr iïke tbeg dropped me from 150 
müügranis a da-- to twenty milligrams a day in the hospitai and this doctor 
couidn't figureout why 1 was aU upset and 1 kept Lellin him you can't drop me 
that many sbmids m one day. TM THE =OR AND WHO M3 YOU 
THINK YOU ARE" (p.%). 

One reason why the paternalistic approach of the medical 

community may have been so bothersome to the breast cancer 

survivors who spoke to me is that the women had in tu i t ions ,  

informed opinions and ideas of their own about their own 

care. Almost al1 of the women told stories of instances i n  

which they had the experience of knowing what was r ight  for 

themselves and being treated as if they did not. The 

following are examples f r o m  this type of story: 

That redy speaks b how my experience at the aoss was there wem a lot of 
people giving Lip senrice to wanthg me to be involveci in decisions about my 
treatment and that kinda stuff but the fact of the matter is 1 was at their mercy 

Like if 1 knew then what 1 know now 1 wouid've sa id  'Let me lose the seventy 
pounds cause it wouid have eventually corne off, welI hopehilly with the 
steroids, but the tamoxiten just made it near impossible. 

Weil and 1 took taxnoxifen for üuee and a half years kickhg and screaming and 
saying that 1 shoddn't be taking it and then finally saw a doctor who said "oh it 
was a rnistake to have presaibed that for you". 



Weil 1 just 1 find it very fiystrating that its so hard to know whafs the right 
W g .  

WeU, 1 1 had the experience of knowing intuitively what the right thing 
was and not being lisoaied to. 

W.H., GE,, L.L, Mardi 7,19%] 

T h a t  is not to Say that these women were never listened t o  

o r  consulted for their preferences but I was not  told a l o t  

of  stories i n  which the women were empowered by the medical 

community or consulted f o r  their choices. T h e  following is 

the only example of a s t o r y  in which the patient recounts an 

instance wherein she was listened t o  by the doctor about a 

choice she made for her own care and treatment. 

Well II  talked to Dr. S a l k  about tam0xifh.1 because she wanted to put me on it 
. and 1 said "wd-look Ike jimt got to have", this was the end of May I!d had m y  
. last chemo, 1 saki  "I want the.srimmer off all these d~gs".  1 said 'Tve just got 
have a summer free of c h p "  and she said "that's a good idea". So 1 did and 1 
s t a r k d  tamoIrifea, I dont know September or something. 

Yes, And then when Icame off i& I said 1 can't heip tninking that if 1 were to eat 
l a d s  of brocColi and carrois and things Iwould- be doing mydf as much good 
as tamoxifen and she said " w d  to be d y  honest you could well be righf'. 
She said "we d o n ' t d y  know but its one fonn of insurance" so 1 thought "wd 
broccoli and carzy)b for me". 

 rd 7,19%1 

During a focus group, while discussing treatment options and 

the approach of the medical community, one of the  women made 

the  discovery t h a t  it may not have been advisable for her t o  

continue a treatment she was undergoing a t  the time, 

L.L. - Well 1 see 1 got m y  breast cancer when 1 was only thirty five so they put 
m e  on tamoxifen when I was only thirty six or alirty seven. 



GE. - yeah w d  it does s e m  strange 

L L  - Well 1 go see her on Tuesday Fm gonna have to ask her. 
m h  7,19961 

Death is a theme in the stories of breast cancer survivors. 

It is a theme which sets the stories of these women apart 

f r o m  o t h e ~  life stories because they incorporate death as a 

very real possibility. We hear Mary's awareness of this in  

her description of 'Chaos In Containment" where she has 

written, wailed grief breas t , my hair, 
and perhaps, my l ifew (p. 66) . T h e  following excerpts from 

the transcripts show the incorporation of death in to  the 

life story: 

M.H. - I was going ta do that [G.E:Yes] and, it was, for me, after the fact when it 
occurred to me that 1 might d ie  

GE. - Y~es or you might get it agah  AU the .tirne 1 was .go* through it 1. was 
pydiing myself. up for h a .  to do it agah if 1 ever had to. 1 was thùiking 
Tan I.handle this again?" Yoa biaw 1 would do it again, no doubt about it But 
oh, the panic of wery ache, every single ache In fact 1 was certain I had it in ? 
At the time when I was tinnking to my*, "this is it I have got cancer again, 
G E ,  why wouldn't yoii have it again?" 1 thinlc ".Nou 1 said "What makes you 
think of course you've got it again, what else couid it be?" 

L.L. - ... And if its causing me fiom not getüng cancer then Pd rather be fat and 
alive then skinny and six fket under so 1 don't have any choice so I just take it 
beah] But ib maddening cause I said to her "Dr. S," about four y e m  later, two 
years later, 1 said, "Why d t  1 lose any weight?" She says, "wd 1 guess we 
shoddn't a put you on the tamoxifen so fast 

L-L- - Weii it isn't bothering me so much, like 1 get the hot flashes and stuff, like 
if it c m  prevent it h m  coming back for anything W take i t  

warch 7,19%] 



1 would like to close my thesis by saying that when women 

t e l l  their own stories they make discoveries about 

themselves, in part, because there is a listener. I t  is 

also true that the listener makes discoveries about heerself 

through hearing the stories and through the reciprocal 

storytelling that occurs in the l i f e  history process. 
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